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PAWHEE 2.26 12,
One of the Youngest, Sons of the Prolife
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bridal veil lies a mi nature canno whose
limestone walls are striped with all the
colors of the reinbow. This is the Falls
of Minnehaha, the “Laughing Water*’
cataract, named after the unfortunate
heroine of Longfellow’s “Hiawatha.”
We all remember the story—how the
mythical Indian of miraculous birth
came among the tribes to clear the rivers,
forests and fishing grounds and to teach
the arts of peace. He wood and won the
Dakota maiden, Minnehaha, but alas!
the gloom of an impending doom already
overshadowed their lives, and the spirit
of the young bride soon sped to the
“happy hunting grounds.”
Twenty-five years ago Col. Morgan of
Kentucky, sent one of his mares to Wis

consin to be bred to Steven’s Bald Chief,
individually one of the best sons of Mambrino Chief standing at that time for
public service. The result of this union
was a bay filly that received the poetic
name of Minnehaha.
When four years of age Minnehaha was
bred to The Moor and produced Beauti
ful Bells 2.29 1-2, famous as the dam of
Bellcfiower 2.12 3-4, Bow Bells 2.19 1-4,
Bell Boy 2.19 1-4, Ilinda Rose, 3, 2.19 1-2,
Palo Alto Belle, 3, 2.22 1-2, St. Bel
2.24 1-2, Bell Bird, 1, 2.26 1-4, and the
stallion Chimes 5348. Twice more Min
nehaha was bred to The Moor, throwing
respectively A taianta and Mabel, the
former the dam of Othello 2.28 and Atalanta Wilkes 2.29 1-2 and the latter hav-
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ing Johnny Hayward 2.26 to her credit. At
the death of The Moor, his greatest son,
Sultan, was selected to woo MinnehahaSeven times she was covered by him, the
most distinguished fruits of the union1
being Sweetheart, 3, 2.22 1-2, dam of
Red Heart 2.19; Eva 2.23 1-2; Californiia
4132, sire of two in 2.30; Alcazar, sire of
seven in 2.30, and San Gabriel 2.29 3-4.
;Still clinging to this magic blood, Sultan’s
sons next claimed attention.
Of five
foals those now living are all by Stamboul including Mascot 2.25 3-4 and Paw
nee 2.25 1 2.
The records of the two last named were
both made this season, Pawnee entering
the list at Poughkeepsie. N. Y., where,
on Oct. 26, he won the 2.50 trot, taking

the second and fourth heats in 2.27 and
and I Dublin, Cal. Directum will be in the
He is a nice stylish horse and a free,
s
free, stiation
of the fact as he bought the
2.32 3-4. The following day, in a match
itch stud this spring. I will bling Direct, fearless
f
roadster.
ppacers, S. X. Boy now having a mark of
with Sergeant, which he also won, he! ac
ac- also by Director, next spring. He has a
Chestnut, a chestnut gelding and XelNel- 2-23 1-4 and Yellow Ash 2.24 1-4, this bequired his present mark of 2.26 1-2.
mark of 2.05 3-4, made in 1892. I would lie
p Bly a bay mare each four yesrs olcl
old d fche first season’s campaign of the
Although but one of Minnehaha s get like to drive him to the pole with Direc- are
a owned by Mr. Mosher. Chestnut trot[rot- latter horse.
has beaten 2.20, seven have beaten 2.30 turn. The black beauties would make a pted a half in 1.17 last August and is fine
^Tr. Merrill also used to own Factory
and when put into the stud or harem
rem great team.—Rider and Driver.
ssize and style. Nellie Bly can go about
>out Hoy which the valetudinarian reinsman,
have achieved great success. Therefore
fore
_________________
a three minute gait, perhaps a little betpet_ Chas.
Taylor, has been winning some
a
(it is not unreasonable to expect the same
ime
very good races with.
ter.
v<
brilliant future for Pawnee. lie is young,
mg,
THE COMING YEAR.
as a
In Auburn he bought the great Maine
Dr. J. J. Linscott of Farmington has
a
his breeding is almost perfection, his: inin
------------°
tl
I
three
year old campaigner, Grenadier
pair
of blacks three and four years old,by
P
dividuality is strong and his turf career,
eer,
You can jiear on every hand that the Cupid,
(j
b 2.28, the champion three years old geldfull brother and sister, which
while not brilliant, is most praiseworthy,
'by, trotting business was over done last year make a nice driving team and got the
in°’ a union
tlie Wilkes Belmont
the 111
showing that he possesses the speed of and that there will be but few good iV
o blood and surely destined for higher
award as matched colts at Franklin q
Co.
his famous sire. If trained next year,’ he purses hung out this season, that there Fair,
turf honors if kept at racing.
p
1893.
.
tr
will, no doubt, lower his record materi
He also bought of Mr. N. II. Roberts a
eri~ will be no mares bred the coming season;
Two promising weanlings one owned
ally, as he was not given a thorough pre
>re" all the stallions except a few select ones ,by Geo. B. Jennings and the other by H
pacing mare which it is said can
II. young
*V<
paration this season, and it is a charact
ict- wiu
gelded. This reminds us of the ^*
pace a ’30 shot.
A. Ramsdell of Farmington are among
eristic of the family to train on, as well
vdark predictions made a year ago. They
°
This one was the get of Decoration, a
as breed on.
The Moor trotted in 2.37, said that all the breeders would want to the good ones got by Cupid.
so of Prescott which was bred by Mr.
son
Albert Jones also of Farmington has
Sultan trotted in 2.24 and Stamboul in
LS a
a j
J. C. Stinchfield of Wayne, Me.
*n go to the World’s Fair, some of them
2.07 1-2. The latter as a two year °^
old
d would stay at home long enough to good pair of blacks by Black Ben son1 of
Decoration was or is a horse of which
went in 2.37, as a three year oldI *in
n breed their mares! That prediction was Harry Knox.
little has been heard.
We believe he
2.26 1-2, the next year in 2.23, in 1887I in just as reasonable as what we Jiear now.
I. S. Jacobs has a two year old chestest- w;
was from a daughter of Ridley’s Knox as
2.17 1-2, as a six year old in 2.14 3-4,’ in
we remember of seeing the pedigree
*n But what will really happen some one nut
ni filly by Almont Withers, brotherr to w<
1889, 2.12 1-4, the next year in 2.11 and
ind honestly and earnestly asks, While we Baymont
H:
Chief which came so near getret- gi
given in Thompson’s Monthly when
last year 2.07 1-2.
M
all, Mr.
Stinchfield claimed the name
are neither a prophet or the son of a ting a 2.30 mark at Farmington last fall,
Too much cannot be said of Stamboul
)U 1 prophet we think it is quite reasonable 2.30
2.: 3-4, we believe. Mr. Jacobs calls his of Decoration for his colt.
as an individual.
In 1889 Leslie Mac
filly Betsey Trotwood. She is out off a
The dam of the pacer purchased by
ac“ to expect this to happen.
Hl
Leod visited Mr. Rome's farm in Califorof Harry Knox the best FrankM
nk- Mr.Merrill
washy Knox Morrill, son of
or" 1 The best bred mares in the state will daughter
d:i
nia and thus words his impressions:
W
Winthrop Morrill.
be bred to the best sires, a lot of crooked lin
lii county sire.
“1 am not going to say that I never
As Mr. Merrill is lucky with Maine
vei l?£ged mares who have been breeding
Frank Marshall has a two year old bay
saw a horse individually as great as
j bred
pacers Decoration is likely to come
as their own images will not be bred for the lilly, Schoolgirl, by Allectus, son of Al,l
Stamboul, but 1 do say that I never saw
, r out
aw foals are not worth the raising.
An ca
cantara and out of a mare said to be by
ou very strong a la Mark Tapley as a
one that in form is his superior, and
d I equal number, or we trpst a larger num- Stephen A. Douglass. Either of these
ese sire
sn of speed. It is quite possible some
would be at a loss to name his equal.
al* ber of indifferent stallions will be gelded s]j
one who reads the Turf may know of
should
go
well
when
matured.
When he came out into the light, a long
D<
Decoration and his colts and can tell us
and put in their proper station in life
F. E. Carville. W. Farmington, has’ a
look ended in the mental exclamation,
a ni(
more about them.
H1’ dragging a plow or a drag.
nice large filly, fine style and carriage by
‘Now, here is equine majesty and great
Mr. M. also secured a bay gelding by
There will be less breeding of the old
Grayson, son of Richards’ Elector 2.31.
uess if I ever saw it.’
If he wouldn
II ’tt kind and the real breeding interests of
Robinson I). 2.17 3-4 which is a nice
There are also several more promising
trot a mile in live minutes and if his the state will thus be elevated.
in£ knee actor and can show a 2.40 gait quite
ones in and about Farmington which we
on
blood was as plebeian as Blue BullI ss,
handily, and a coach or coupe horse of
k’
Good substantial road horses that can
Stamboul is a horse that will rivet the make a good showing when hitched to a shall look up at some later date.
Mr. Nevens.
gaze and challenge the admiration—one
lie left Saturday eve for Buckfield,
110 wagon on the country roads of Maine, if
whose lineaments, distinct and clear, the they have good size and action will sell
So.
Faris and Norway and some other
LOOKING
BACKWARD.
So
camera of memory preserves after he has
purchases
are likely to follow .
ias readily at a good figure, sure.
_________
I>»
gone from your view.**
A colt that can step out of the yard
;
Some
idea
of
the
growth
of
the
trot

ot------o-----Pawnee, however, as the portrait clear
ir’ and trot a good natural gait and take to .
ting interests in Maine may be gained
ied
We hear that Allen Lowe of the Globe
ly indicates, goes back to his grandsire.
re' training readily, indicating that he is a
from the fact that at the close of the
j)U
kbe purchased
a fast young pacer of Mr. C.
Sultan. The Stambouls are rather heav
lv“ brain trotter and not a manufactured arMaine State Fair of 1883 but five Maine
ier in type, standing on shorter legs, and ticle will also find a quick buyer.
ine n.
II. Nelson one day last w eek.
The genbred trotters had entered the list that
ia^ tie
tieman who told us of the fact said that
compactly made, while the Sultans have
ve
There will be substantial purses offered
se;
season
and still more peculiar is it that he
]ie didn’t know what one itw’as but said:
longer legs, are lighter waisted, and are for horses that can and will trot.
Fake
three of these were eligible to the 2.30
.30
“You may be sure it is a fast one if Allen
more smooth and handsome in appear

lr“ races and trotters will not be worn much
class and not one but was eligible to the
be Lowe bought him.”
ance. Pawnee also inherits the color and in 1894.
In fact they were about worn 9
class.
elegant proportions of Sultan. He is; aa out on some tracks last season. “I trot” 2.25
~ ~
Compare
this list with those of the
he__________________
seal-brown, stands 15 3-4 hands high,
K will be the motto of the winning horse
•
°
se:
season just past and remark the differ
er-
and weighs 1,075 pounds.
If there 18
is
this season and a good motto it is too, for
em
RECORD OF PAYSON A.
anything in Mr. Bose’s theory of pro if people pay their® money to sec races ence.
Maine wasn’t any “great shakes” in
gression (and the light of recent events
L^s they want and have a right to see the
those days and strangely enough in
would seem to fully vindicate it), the son honest article.
many localities we are not supposed to
:
Mr.
Geo. A. Alden of Waterville owns
should be better than the sire and each
Cut the above out and stick it in your
be now.
A little retrospective glance
ice a rrather nice sort of a colt for a four year
new generation will be more prepotent in
III hat and when the season of 1894 see if
de olc
old. He is one of the erst-while de
the transmission of speed than the one
. have not forecast the future pretty will, however, show that we have made
ne
we
i,
,
i
j
C0I
commendable
progress.
gpj
spised side-wheelers and has not been
preceding. What, then, may not the fu.
u"accurately.
,
It
»rt- tra
tracked very much.
ture of this young aristocrat be. For
or
J was this year that Gen. Withers started
at
the
State
Fair
and
showed
a
mile
in
1 not mistaken his first race occurred
or
cd
in
If
two generations the blood of The Moor
2.30 3-4.
This was quite a remarkable
dl
FARMINGTON AND VICINITY.
2.3
fie at South Norridgewock in August of the
has intensified in quality, and unless all
feat and occasioned full as much re- sen
season just past.
He was a slick easy
111
fea
laws fail the sons of Stamboul will
mark as would now the advent of a goi
going kind of a chap and led the van
eclipse the deeds of their predecessors,
■s,
Mr. G.L. Bates of Farmington has a ma
vei prettily in the first part of the race,
nd very
and among them Pawnee will not be last.
j
it. promising
colt one year old by Claude green trotting stallion to come out and
Colt trotting too,
>o, Al<
Aleck Yates was driving him and having
Pawnee was named by J. B. Dutcher
j
er Fisher
2.45 1-2 at four years of age and show a mile in 2.20.
just pause and think, where will we have
ive all confidence in the speed which he
& Son, of Maplecroft Farm, Pawlings, N. <out of a Lambert mare.
advanced to in another ten years if our
>ur kn
knew the colt possessed,took him back a
•e-
This colt is a dark bay or brown in ad
Y., in the Review Subscription Stake, se
progress
is
what
we
may
reasonably
look
lift
ok little,
realizing that the money was not
curing a lucky “tenth’* in club No. 130.
0. <color and received first prize at Franklin l)l(
forward to.
ser
sent hung up at the half mile pole. There
He stands at the above farm for the seai
a- Co.
Fair .n 1892.
Four years olds were trotting in was
wa an unfortunate collision and Mr.
son of 1894 at $50, which, even in these
sc
Claude Fisher is the chestnut stallion 9 o
•ee Ah
Alden’s colt failed to win the race by
days of depression, makes him one of the <owned by Messrs. Penney A Ellis of 2.39 1-2, 2.40 and thereabouts and three
years olds in 2.46, and much slower
re?
lr
J
ye:
rer reason
of it.
Mr. Yates w\as tliown off,
cheapest horses standing in New York,
K’ Augusta, got by Allectus, brother to
time, and the two years old were considid- the
the colt down and the sulky w’ent
or for that matter in the entire country,
j
y* Irene 2.23 1-4 and is out of Elo a mare
ered rather too young and tender to down.
do
__________________ by
1 Fearnaught, Jr., 2.26, second dam by
work. Now we are something more than
1
an
Payson
A. is the colt's name and a
Dirigo 2.29, third dam by the Drew . n
20 seconds ahead of the two years old
gli
>ld
glib
going chap he is too, but hasn’t the
DIRECIUM’S FUTURE
Horse.
ma
mark of those days with our yearlings.
gs. He
Horseman got his record a little too fast
S. O Tarbox of Farmington has re- It was the next year that Nelson 2.09, as when
wli
it puts the mark at 2.17 3-4 in its
>d cently
purchased a nice road horse by a
a two years old trotted in 2.50 and LawDirectum, the king of trotters, started
<
w- tat
table of 2.30 performers for 1893? He is
er Geo.
W. Patchen of O. A. Weeks, Farm- rer
from Chicago December 11th to winter
’
rence 2.25 1-2 made a mark of 2 51 we
ive by Nelson and from a daughter of Dan
n- ington
Falls.
i,
ej
at Pleasanton, Cal. Directum’s comi
believe.
iel Boone, carries quite a lot of Hamblelie
The stallion Cupid 2.32 1-4 owned by
panions on the trip were Flying Jib, the
________________ - _
tor
tonian
blood as w ill be seen, and will be
id J.
famous pacer Alix, Little Albert, and
< E. Mosher of New Vineyard seems to
a fast horse,but Mr. Alden said that if he
SALES OF MAINE SPEED.
ry be getting a nice lot of colts in this secseveral lesser lights. Munroe Salisbury
could get inside the list that would do
said: “Between races and specials I tion. Cupid was handled about three or
pit
pretty
well fora colt so we think his
)0. four weeks by E. K. Woodman and
1Mr. A. 11. Merrill, a young Massachusguess the winnings are about $50,000.
is- rec
record is 2.29 3-4, although not posito his present record.
He can etts
ett reinsnran who has travelled over the
tiv
Until I get home and get to figuring, I driven
<
he tively
sure, anyway he has a race record
?e. show a 2.25 gait for a brush. Cupid was coi
country a little, has been in Auburn the
don t know how much the winnings are.
he in that time while the Horseman gives
nd got by Beausire, son of Ilambletonian 10 past
pa: week.
hii
Put them down as between $40,000 and
him “tin cup” honors in 2.17 3-4.
If we
im and out of a daughter of Gen. Custer,
t
$50,000. I don t know whether Directum
Somehow
lots of the people of the Bay
arc in error will some one please make
ay are
it. trial 2.28 as given in the Spirit of the State
St:
have an idea that Maine is quiteea
a it
itlknown. We saw no notice of the perwill be in my string next season or not.
al- ij Times after he was sold and went to New good
go
place to find speed and Mr. MerI only had the lease of his racing qualer- for
formance in the last named fast time so
ril
rill’s experience is a practical demonities for this season from John Green of 1! York.
m- rej
regard it as an error.
/

weighs now over 1100 lbs. and is quiteB
like a colt in appearance when he strikes
the snow-path.
------Q------

HISHLAWN. 5679.
The cut we here present to the readers
of the Turf is a very good representa
tion of the roan stallion Higlilawn, a
seven years old horse owned by II. B.
Ward well of Lewiston.
Higlilawn is a fine looking horse and
one of the best bred sons of Alcantara to
be found in Maine and probably the only
son of that horse standing in New Eng
land that is out of a dam by Gideon.
The speed begotten by Alcantara is too
well known to need recapitulation. Miss
Alice 2.131-2, Bayard Wilkes pacer
2.13 3-4, Foggy, p, 2.13 1-4, Raven, p,
2.14 1-4 are among those which have
gone down with the fast ones this sea
son.
Highlawn’s dam is the great brood
mare Skip by Gideon the dam of that

good son of Gen. Knox, Independence
2.21 1-4, to pole 2.16 1-2 and also the
game race horse Glenarni 2.23 1-2. Highlawn has had a limited number of mares
and at his age we should hardly expect
him to show a great number of fast ones.
Ilis colts are however of fine formation
and should be heard from later.
We say should be heard from as he is
better bred than Independence or Glenarm and for that reason ought to make a
better showing in the stud. Glenarm
foaled in 1878 has one producing son the
sire of Cplias 2.18 3-4, and also got the
dam of Alfred, p, (4) 2.23 3-4, trial in
2.16. Independence foaled in 1871, gets
his first performer this year. Mr. Ward
well tells us that his horse is showing
quite fast at the pace and he is looking
for him to go along well with a season’s
good training.

SNAP SHOTS.
Original and Selected Matter Relating to
Man’s Best Friend.

A horse’s brain averages in weight from
sixteen to nineteen ounces. The heart
of a horse beats forty times a minute and
sends six ounces of blood through the
veins and arteries at each beat; 900
pounds pass through the heart in an hour,
10 4-5 tons in twenty-four hours, and
nearly 4,(XX) tons in a year. There are
170 bones in the whole structure of the
horse, and they weigh from 110 to 125
pounds. They are divided as follows:
In the neck, 7; in the tail, 8; ribs, 34;
tibias, pubic regions and hind legs, 32;
forelegs and shoulders, 26; head, includ
ing teeth, 45; sacrum bones, 5; back or
dorsal vertebra; bones, 25.
------ o-----

The Mirror and Farmer in the issue of
Dec. 21, contains a cut of Thetis, 2.161-4,
winner of the “bike’’ sulkey offered by
that paper for the fastest New Hamp-1
shire bred race performer not previously
a member of the 2.30 list.
Thetis was by Mambrino Wilkes 2.
28 3-4, a great sire for his opportunities, j
and a handsome horse withal.
This horse was brought to New Ilamp-1
shire by the late Col. John B Clarke and
while a performer by any horse would i
have got the sulky it seems particularly I
appropriate that the sire of which the
father thought so highly should by the
performance of his get win honors for
himself in securing the trophy offered by
the son.
Mambrino Wilkes has been surprising
the New Hampshire road riders since
sleighing came by his brush of speed
he still has in spite of his years. He

Says a well-known horse authority:
“A horse should measure eighteen to
twenty inches from point to withers to
coupling, then with the sloping shoulders
and long quarter you combine strength
of back with good stride, and the ideal
animal may be secured.
Put the tape
line on the great majority of horses andI
the distance between these two points5
will range close to thirty inches.
This
means that between the last rib and the
the muscular attachmnet at the coupling
there is a long space without support
save the spinal column.
This is the re
gion over the kidneys, which should be
strongest. While it may be diaimed that
for extreme stride the long back is nec
essary, the facts do not warrant the
claim. In the slope of the shoulders and
length of the quarters room is affordedI
for the fullest extension, Rams, Sunol,■
Martha Wilkes and others have been the•
notable cases cited as against the short
back theory; but Kremlin, Direct,Direct
um and others equally fast have proved
not only their high speed, but their stay
ing qualities. In the breeding of the
future the length of the back should be
an item not to be overlooked. A strong
back and good feet mean long service
and endurance.”
------o-----A number of important features re
garding the next volume of the Year
Book were decided by the executive
committee of the American Trotting•
Register Association. The meeting was;
held at the secretary’s office in the Rialto
Building, Chicago, December 8th, and[
the following members were present;
President William Russell Allen, Pitts
field, Mass., Secretary, J. II. Steiner,
Chicago; Hon. Norman J. Coleman, St.
Louis; Lucas Brodhead, Spring Station,)
Ky; Morris J. Jones, Red Oak, Iowa; W.
P. ljams, Terre Haute, Ind., and C. F.■
Emery, Cleveland, Ohio.
The Year.
Book for 1892 comprised of over twelve5,
hundred pages and was published in two1
volumes, at a cost of $5. The forthcom
ing edition will be comprised in a
single volume and at a cost of but $3.
The decrease in size will result from the
elimination of all races in which a heat5
was not trotted in 2.30 or better, or pac
ed in 2.25 or better.
This will relieve
the Year Book of several hundred pages
of reports of county fair races and minor
meetings in which there is no generalI
interest. There will be a table,however,
of all horses that have won a race or•
heat, or taken a record in slower time
than 2.30 trotting or 2.25 pacing, which
will be all the information regarding
this class of performers for which there
can be any possible demand.
The ques
tion of changing the table of great brood
mares that have produced a standard
performer was disscussed, but was not
deemed *an advisable move at the
present time. Volume 9 of the Year
Book and Volume 12 of the Register will
be ready for delivery by the 1st of Feb
ruary.
With many clergymen, public speak
ers, singers, and actors, Ayer’s Cherry
Pectoral is the favorite remedy for
harseness and all affections of the vocal
organs, throat, and lungs. Its anodyne
and expectorant effects are promptly
realized.

LADIES!
Mother Howard’s Tansy Pills
£JSED successfully by thousands; safe and sure :
act in 36 to 48 hours; price, $2.50; cost more
than others, but they never fail or disappoint; sold
with written guarantee; no cure no pay ; advice in
person or by letter free. Visit or a l Iwss Old Dr.
(cordon Remedy Co., io Tremont Row. Boston.

Children Cry for
Pitcher’s Castoria.

MAINE’S
FAVORITE
HORSE
PAPER
---------

THE ---------

■ FARM J ■
RECOGNIZER AUTHORITY.
This popular Journal has just, been formed
under a new management both in its editorial
nd Business departments.

MR. GEO. M.HATCH
The well known writer and authority on lforse
matters has been secured as Turf E litor and he
will be ably assisted by some of the best writers
in our state.
- Under the new management the p >per will ’be
a fearless champion for the

MAINE HORSE
Here and elsewhere. It will do its utmost'to
promate the interest of Maine bred; animal
while not neglecting the more important items
of news from other parts of the field, we shall
make it our spec al work to look after Maine
horse interests.
The Maine fie d promises to be a most interest
ing one the ct miag season and we shall make it
a point to cover it.

EVERY MAINE HORSEMAN
SHOULD HAVE THE

TURF, FARM
and

HOME.
This season if they have to give up every other
paper.
J
Sample copy s:-n , free. $1.00 per”year in adavnce $1.50 if not paid in advance.

E. P. MATO, - - - MANAGER

Mr. Miller is one of the particular kinc
find
use
I and when lie buys one it has to be a horst
that suits him and he has no difficult)
Lilty
• in selling this class of stock.

IK « ■ fit

* * * *
fhe
ho will be the new editor of The
Horseman?
fori Will it be “Veritas ' E. C. Walker for! merly of the Eastern Department but
; later in the Chicago office?
nan
Mr. Walker is a practical horseman
and a graceful writer; at home eitherr jinn
the sulky or with the pen.
* * * *

P UBLISHSI* EVEB1 FRIDAYr
BY .THE

Turf Publishing Com’y.
AUBURN,

-

MAINE.

’ It would be a very easy matter to pub
' lish a much cheaper paper than we are
! now' sending out and w e have no idea
that we have reached anything like what
w ill be realized within tin* next year. We
COUM economize a good deal on paper,
on ink, on the modern make-up of the
paper, not to speak of the value of the
articles published. But we believe that
the horse interests of Maine are worthy
°t the best and that is our aim. If anyone thinks we are aiming too high lets
hear the reasons.

I The record of Headlight is said to be
be
1 2. 33 1-4 and if this be correct we wybl
ill
1 : score one more to the list of errors of tbe
the
’ reporters for our brethren of the daily
GEO. M. HATCH,
Turf Editor.
I press.
—
Headlight is ow ned by E. J. Lawrence,
TERMS
$1.00 per year in advance, $1.50 if not; Esq., of Fairfield w ho formerly owned
ie(l
paid strictly in advance.
i Lawrence, 2.25 1-2 and his sire Dr. Frank
"Entered at the Post Office at Auburn Me., lin. Headlight was got by Lawrence
iee
as second class mail matter.
j and his dam was by Nestor a son of Cas
as"
sius M. Clav as we remember it.

The dam of Claynos is Englewood, full
sister to Wedgewood 2.19, one of the
greatest race horses that ever went down
the circuit in his d iv. The oldest colts
of Claynos are but two years of age, still
they are w inning prizes wherever shown.
The stable companion of Claynos is
Glonoin by Nelson 2.09 and a representa
tive 31 aine bred colt. His dam being by
Blenn Morrill, son of Winthrop Morrill,
second dam by Messenger Hunter, third
dam from a’daughter of Bush Messenger.
Glonoin is a bay in color, a blood-like
appearing fellow', nicely gaited and is
said to be a typical Nelson all around.

Nfav York, Dec. 25.
Editor Turf, Farm and Home:
i see jn a lute number of the Turf that
FROM DOVER.
Dunn Walton thinks as I do about the
pedigree of Ethan Allen.
He was by Flying Morgan and his
Finding ourselves in the good old town
stock shows it all though.
Hill’s Black Hawk was the poorest. of Dover, N. IL. calling on our friend
horse ever raised in Canada. There is Dr. M. B. Sullivan of that place, former
where he came from and the man is alive ly of Lewiston. The doctor is a born
and now’ here. His name is Lew is Bercliod. gentleman and has wTon for himself lots
AUBURN, ME., FRIDAY, DEC. 29.
The owner, Hill used to offer to pay of friends in Dover, and although a Re
* * * *
lic owners of celebrated horses of that day publican stronghold has been sont from
i It is quite remarkable to look over the
there to the state senate as a Democrat.
Sample copies of the Turf, Farm and list of the get of Gen. Knox and to ob- to have them called by his horse and did By the doctor we were introduced to
W it in several cases, in fact he came to me •
Home will be sent free to ygur horseJi serve how many have records close to 2.30.
)S(’ and offered me $100,00 if 1 would allow' j United States marshal, Col. A. T. Pierce,
owning friends, cheerfully.
Verily they had strong men in those
both of these gentlemen having sporting
days. There w ere strong men in the sul him to advertise my horse as by him.
Now old Flying Morgan was owned by! blood and can no more help owning and
It is extremely likely that Haley (4) 2. ky and w'eak men in the stand and when a poor man that would not take his own being interested in good horseflesh than a
20 1-4 will have a big season in 1894 as Ii a driver could not pull his horse hard part. I know’ it has caused considerable duck can keep out of water.
he
we understand Mr. Haley is booking some I enough to keep his record w here II
They own together that blue blooded
v fun at different times.
of the “finest” among the Maine equine !■ wanted to keep it the judges very kindly
n‘l
The owner of Ethan Allen brought him and speedy pacing stallion (’apt. John
took cognizance of his misfortune and
matrons to him.
to New’ York. When tw’o years old he 2.21 1-4. Mr. Pierce drove us out to the
kindly helped him out.
s., W'as by Flying Morgan, but at four years track to see this (’apt. John and other
Gh don’t we sigh for the good old days?
of age he was by Hill's horse and that is stock. We found them under the charge
The gelding Fred Wilkes is looked
of that thorough horseman Ansel Bick
* * * *
the way it stands to-day.
upon as a 2.15 performer the coming
ite
You don't know' but I can tell you that ford. When the blankets were stripped
C. P. Hatch, Esq., of Buckfield, State
season. We have it on excellent author
je, one of his owners was a great gambler from John we saw' a finely formed bay
ity that he worked quarters last season Bank Examiner, was at the Elm House,
:er and would do anything to work a “raise’ stud with black points, 15-1 hands high,
I Thursday night, on his way home after
right around 32 seconds.
and II'lls horse was the best advertised of very stout conformation; a short
i
a
visit
to
Eastern
Maine.
* * * *
I■
In another place we publish a portion |' Mr. Hatch admires a good horse and is stallion of his day. It did not hurt him. strong back, splendid pair of legs and
ng It seems very strange that with all the feet, and great depth through the chest,
driving to sleigh this winter the gelding
of the article on “Great Dead Sires,” ,
>-4 good mares of his day he did not get; a clean ent intelligent head. He is full of
| “Natty” by Cyril, sire of Cephas, 2.18 3-4
which appears in the Xmas number of
nerve force, and his blood lines are w'ay
|11and out of a dam by Matchless. The
lie another Ethan.
Clarks’ Horse Review, and will conclude ! '
up; he was bred and raised on the
Respectfully Yours,
blood lines are just the same as those of
the article next week.
Briar Hill Stock Farm, Kentu ky.
He
i
Cephas
and “Natty” can make any one
ne
Geo. W. Bishop.
* * * *•
1think he is bred right when he pulls them
is by Don Wilkes, he by Aleyon, by Geo.
m--------------------------They now remark that there is such down
(
the road.
Rhe imatism originates in the morbid Wilkes, his dam is by Della Dudley, she
a strong tendency toward the gait of the
condition of the blood. Hood’s parsapa- by John Dillard, ne is a born race horse
* * * *
side-wheeler in Pansy McGregor, (1)
rilla cures rheumatism.
Get only and had speed to go the route out in his
four-year-old form.
lie started in five
2.23 3-4, the yearling trotting champion,
considerable interesting matter wras Hood's.
races, w'on first money in three and
that they aie obliged to trot her in hopJ omitted
<
ve---------------------------from the articles on Maple Grove
second in two, getting a mark of 2.21 1-4
pies.
.and the Auburn Stud,in last w eek s issue.
ieThe following letter from the owner
Owing to the facts of the forms being of Cylex p, 2.26 1-4 will explain itself at Mystic; he will be started next season
and his friends have every reason to be
The turf papers are generally taking con- made
.
up and run before these articles
cs and also show'how easily in correcting
lieve he w ill pace in 2.15 or better, with
nizance of a change in the turf journal- were
.
made up, we had but a page for
O1 the errors of others wre may fall into erthe bike sulky; he has about thirty colts
ism of Chicago, Leslie E. McLeod of the ,each cut and accompanying articles. The ror ourself.
It is not at all improbable
Horseman having accepted the position <dimensions of the cuts could not be
b° that we have been to the stable where living and they arc thought highly of
of editor of The Horse Review.
<changed, consequently the sketches had
:l(l Jennie June and her daughter, Lena hereabout.
Next the tw'o-year-old filly Radish was
Mr. McLeod is a deep thinker as well to be abbreviated. Such things are vex
!X" Wilkes, w ere kept a half dozen times and
led out, she by Capt. John, her dam by
as a close student of the breeding prob- ations
.
alike to owner and author. There
re know as well as any one her breeding
Goodwin's Ilambletonian, second dam,
lem.
wrere several letters and contributions
ns but inadvertently called her from Topsy.
Draco: this colt is all trot, is a nice bay,
which had to go over for the same rea
•a'
Augusta, Me., Dec. 16, 1893.
good size and very promising.
2.09 is a good mark for any horse and son.
<
Gentleman:—In you issue of Dec. 15
Molly K., lately purchased by them
when we look over the premises in the
I notice you give Topsy as the dam of a
* * * *
. case and find that the horse was bred J
filly by Messenger Wilkes. This is an er- of Briar Hill farm is a two-year-old and
We remember of mentioning that aa ror “Jenny June.” (full sister to “Lady
they expect they have a record smasher.
raised and driven to his record by the
certain class of people, and probably cer
^r- Clair”) by Gen. Withers was the dam of She stands 15.2, is jet black and very
same man, we must regard the perfor
re- Lena Wilkes by Messenger Wilkes.
tain new spapers, would hold up the remance as a most wonderful one, let others
)r_ Topsy has now four living foals, the first rapid; good judges say she can show’a
; cent failure of C. W. Williams,as a “horGideon Chief, second Jenny June, third 40 clip now; she will be tracked next
talk as they may.
I rible” example of the effects of being' aa Lady Clair, fourth Cylex, fifth filly by summer. She is by Ivaner, by Election
i horseman, and remarked that as he made
de Prescott, Jr., died, and 1 bred her after eer, dam Rosa Donna, by Don Wilkes,
The Colt Farm Catalogues have gone all his money in that line of business and
nd my brother's death to Jedwood and sold '
like hot cakes so to speak. Before this i lost it only by outside ventures that this her the following winter in foal together second dam Briar Rose, by .Joe Downing,
issue of the Turf will have been mailed, ’ sort of ordnance, no matter how heavily with Jenny June in foal to Wilkes, and third dam Goodwin mare* by Ericsson,
‘
Lena Wilkes to A. L. Cleveland, Provi- fourth dam by Bertrand; good breeding
the dispersal of the stock will have un charged, would surely hang tire.
The
he dence.
enough for anybody.
doubtedly taken place.
mYours.
■ Christmas number of the Review' comT. K. Cushman, in the American
'
L. K. Smith.
There are several colts which will be !, ments on the case with the same view's
House at Dover, Mr. Pierce’s partner, at
heard from later. M vy a goodly number i that we had of the matter.
The attention of breeders is called to the same stable has a fine two-year-old
.of them stay in Maine.
* * * *
the horse Claynos at the stable of J. B. gelding in Don John; he is a bay by
Capt. John, dam Young Morrill; this
1 The stallion season will soon be Cochrane, East Corinth, Me.
<C. S. Robbins of Phillips called at the
ise
Claynos is a bay in color, 16 hands high colt is also a square trotter. Bessy K.,
opened. This was not formerly the case
Turf office on Tuesday en route for
•ve and w’eighs 1150 pounds, is sound, sty- another of Mr. Cushman's colts is a nice
so early in the season but times have
Rhode Island with a matched pair of
changed. The owner who expects a lish, game and speedy. His sire is On- turned five-year-old brown marc by Nel
blacks which he had sold to Mr. E. A.
al- w ard 2.25 1-4, son of ’Geo. Wilkes 2.22 son’s Brow’n Rolf, first dam by Kentucky
good patronage for his stallion is usual
Whipple, Maplewood, that state. These
>n- from Dolly, dam of Director 2.17 (sire of Boy by American Clay, second dam by
ly a generous advertiser and in this con
horses were got by Patcliunteer, a horse
he Directum (4) 2.05 1 4, Direct, p, 2.05 1-2, Gideon; this mare can show a .25 gait.
nection we will call attention to the
sent to Maine by Editor Parlin of The
ile etc.,) Thorndale 2.22 1-4 (sire of Edwin Under Mr. Pierce’s careful management
Turf as an advertising medium. While
Horse Breeder and were bred at Rangeley.
do Thorne 2.16 1-4
etc.,) by Mambrino we shall look to see these colts improve
not wishing to “blow’ our horn” in a too
* * * #
rapidly.
' self complacent manner we think there
jre Chief.

E. P. MAYO. Editor and Manager.

****

****

(

****

****

****

Will Miller the Auburn horseman
sold to Mr. E. D. Morgan on his recent
Maine trip a chestnut, 16 hands, daugh
ter of Dick Lighttheart, owned by The
Fosters of Canaan.

are few' who realize the extent to
ist
which our list eovers Maine.
Our list
for the other New' England states is
lie
large and also that for New York and the
j.”
Provinces. “Judicious advertising pays.
”

Onward has this year the great twoyear-old filly Cut Glass 2.20 1-4 and is
show’ing a large number of new' performers in the list eaeh year. With 20 new’
performers in the list he leads for 1893.

When the hair begins to fall out or
turn gray, the scalp needs doctoring, and
wre know’ of no better specific than Hall’a
| Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renew’er.

ONEIDA NOTES.
the road with Birdie most of the exer to make such a grand-stand finish?” He
colled
up
that
everlasting
grin
and
said:
cises and never dropped a hint as to how
Oneida, Dec. 18.
the horse behaved. But w hen Downer “I’ll toll you later, sir.”
Well, the last heat was called, and Editor Tukf, Fakm and Home:
A Having Story of Northern New York. worked him out on the sly he showed a
quarter in 34 seconds, which was two Wilson’s tantalizing laugh had given
A very fine pair of colts is owned by
seconds faster than he had ever stepped place to a sickly smile; but (’al kept up John V. Richardson, proprietor of the
Early in the summer of 1884, said a before.
Downer says to me, “Great his imperturable grin. Birdie made the
veteran driver to one of The Horseman's Caesar, John, the old horse, is a world- pace hot to the quarter in 34 1-2 seconds, Madison House, both of whom are two
staff, a party of horsemen, including Jim beater; that French boy must have mes and ('al kept sending him fast to the year olds and can step a good clip. One
is a handsome sorrel gelding Tony TwoScott, Peter Downey, Pop Wagner, old merized him.”
half, where he made a break, and Cy
t
good, sired by Mambritonian, while his
man Partridge and a young driver named
The morning after the trial on going collared him. Then Birdie dropped back dam is the Benton marc. The other is a
George Downer, were landing a carload towards Birdie’s stall 1 heard quite a two lengths, and shouts of “The boy is
of trotters at a certain point in Northern racket and then all was still, but Cal’s beaten,” “The favorite w’ins after all.” bay gelding Don Rich, sired by C. W.
Rich’s fine stallion Philo, and his dam
New York.
We had met hard luck in voice soothingly saying as he patted him, The layers of the long odds were rooting
the Middle States and crowded an extra “If you win, old boy, I’ll buy you a for Cy, and some ran down towards the was Lady Evans.
Eugene Snow of Knoxboro, the well
number of horses into the car to save watch,” and then there wras a low pool-box to get in line to cash their pools.
known horseman, is in town calling on
freight. Pretty big purses for those days chuckle. On driving the horse a fast What! See Birdie come,’' was now the
and good betting was in sight at this half the sulky seemed to rattle, and 1 cry, and sure enough, he was trotting a friends.
Frank Carpenter, one of Vernon’s well
town and our party was in capital told ('al it would let him down some day? - tremendous clip, and closing the gap at
known horsemen, was intown this morn
spirits.
Cal looked like one pos
He grinned and said he must use the oth every stride.
ing calling on our horsemen.
All the horses were safely landed ex er one.
Downer noticed some little sessed. His swarthy complexion showed
The handsome gray stallion owned by
cept George’s chief one, a mean, willful bunches on the horse and asked what a deep tinge of dark blood, his eyes
Elisha G. Gay, on Main street, is being
brute, that he sarcastically called Birdie. caused them.
Cal said, “I don’t know, blazed with determination; he uttered a exercised daily, and is in fine condition.
Suddenly a yell was heard, and on rush sir; may be it’s heat pimples.” We all warning “sacre” and Birdie made a final
He can show a 2.30 gait any day.
ing to the car we found Downer pinned noticed that Cal had great control over spurt, beating Cy two lengths in 2.18 8-4.
Echo Del Paso, a fine bay gelding
against its side by Birdie. By prodding Birdie, and that there was no sulking Pandemonium was let loose and a roar
owned by John W. Stoute at Sand Bank,
and yelling at the horse we set Downer when he called on him to step along.
rent the stand. People rushed out on
has recently been sold to parties in the
free, but he was badly hurt and crushed.
Wilson looked
The day of the free-for-all race came at the track like madmen.
east.
Now the horse was loose and frantic. He
black
as
a
thunder
cloud.
He
hurried
last, and on the strength of a very fast
The Oneida Driving Park Association
stood at bay in the end of the car and
before the judges and claimed that Cal
trial, known only to Downer and myself,
is in a very prosperous condition and it
blazed away with his heels on being ap
had
a
chain
in
his
hand
which
he
rattled
we expected to win a hat full of money
is expected that it will join the New
proached. A council of war was held,
w ith very little.
There were four start in the spokes of his sulky and it scared Circuit.
but no practical plan came to us. The
Little
Cy.
1
went
into
the
stand
with
ers, and three were known to be hot ones.
Yours,
usual local crowd of loungers hovered
Pools sold: Little Cv $50, Antonio $25, Cal, who was now cool as a cucumber,
J. Ajithur Sherman.
around the car and among them was a
and he said to Wilson, “You’re crazy,
and held, Birdie and Phil Carter, $10. It
young fellow, a mere boy, bright and
was Little Cy and Birdie that had the old man. Where’s the chain? I've got
cunning looking, about live feet two
' none; but me and Birdie’s got too much
Catarrh in the Head
closest kind of argument at the finish of
inches, stoutly built, of dark complexion,
I speed for you, that’s all.
Why, you re
the first heat, w ith the grand stand on
| the one that done the foul driving
with remarkable eyes, sharp as needles
Is undoubtedly a disease of the blood,
tip-toe, and Birdie won it by a nose, Phil
and showing lots of lire.' He approached
slashing your whip around.’
and as such only a reliable blood purifier
Carter distanced. Downer w as weak and
our party and coolly said: “1 11 fetch
The judges searched Cal, who merely can effect a perfect and permanent cure.
haggard looking on dismounting, and
him out for yer.” We gave him a laugh,
grinned at Wilson and said again:
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is the best blood
(’al seemed disturbed, as the time wras
but one of the crowd blurted out:
“You must have wheels in your head, purifier, and it has cured many very se
2.22 1-2. He said, “All out and ain t up
“Youse needn't be funny, for if Cal can't
old man, and one w ants screwing up.”
vere cases of catarrh. Catarrh oftentimes
to trial form by a long-shot.”
do it no one can.” We agreed to let him
The judges found no chain, and we got leads to consumption.
Take Hood’s
The.horse
cooled
out
free
from
dis

try. Then he spoke rapidly in French to
the decision with about $2500 in coin at Sarsaparilla before it is too late.
tress
and
Downer
felt
better
on
going
a boy standing near, who ran off and
long odds.
J for the second heat.
Birdie was lapped
(piickly returned with a piece of rope
After all was settled and we left for the
and a pan of oats.
Cal took them and I by Little Cy to the half in 1.11 and three- next town I asked Cal to explain and he
entered the car. The horse began kick * quarters in 1.47 and lost the heat by a I g.ivc it with his property grin. “Why,
ing, but as Cal crouched on the floor out ’ length. Cal's face was dark as night sir, I hadn't been after the old horse a
of range the horse stopped and looked , when he helped Downer off the sulky. week, fore I found he had lots of speed
curiously at the brave boy, who shook Poor George had to lie down in the stall, but was foxy and wouldn t take the
the oats and at the same time springing but he revived and drove the third heat. | whip. I used to have one like him to
up cat-like, dexterously put the rope It was hot between Birdie and Cy, but | look after on the St. Lawrence and my
around the horse's neck and grasped his our horse quit badly and Cy won it in • boss, a smart little Frenchman, scared
! 2.21 1-2. George was a man of nerve, but
nostrils. We then helped ('al put on a
• the life out of him with a chain. So 1
bridle, and on the horse refusing to lead fainted from physical weakness, ('al i got a chain for Birdie and gave him a
I caught the horse while Wagner and I i few doses of it.”
he backed him down the run.
Downer learned that ('al was a capital ’ took earc of Downer. He said: “It’s all I “That accounts for the heat pimples
hand with unruly colts and horses and up with me and Birdie; you draw him. that broke out on his sides and belly,
had rubbed trotters in Montreal, lie had I can’t drive and he’ll sulk and buck w ith eh?'’
the name of being a sober, industrious, i anyone else.”
(al grinned and said, “That is the joke
“They’re calling us up for the next I I was making with Birdie. You heard
clever, quiet French-Canadian lad. whose
real name was Pascal. Therefore Down ' heat, boss; let me drive him; In* knows • me say if he won I'd buy him a watch.
er engaged him to rub Birdie, and begot ! me:” and Cal said “he knows me” w ith a , We had the chain already. '
along all right until Jake, who rubbed , lotof meaning.
It the., flashed on my mind why Ca]
When I caught the resolute look on I w’ent to the trunk before he got up to
Deceiver and was king of the stable
“Let the boy drive drive. lie was after the chain to refresh
gang, picked a quarrel with him. On Cal's face I said:
Cal showing a green boy how to put on a him, George. You know’ they agree well Birdie's memory, as he had forgotten
bandage quick and smooth .Jake sneer- ■ and it was Cal drove him the fast trial. ('al’s lessons while Downer wras driving
ingly said:
“Ye think ye're a little ; It’s a run for our money at any rate.’’
him.
smarter with yer hands than the rest of j At last Downer said, “All right,” and
Now’to conclude this true story, you
us, do yer?" “Which way do ye mean9'’ I Cal made a dive into the trunk. We can say to your readers that I do not adsays Cal. “Bandaging,” says Jake. “I'm ' heard a little noise, but thought he was I vocate punishing horses or other animals
a Canuck farmer.” says Cal, “but 1 don’t looking for a scraper or boot. Soon ( al , cruelly, but a bird that can sing and
take a back seat from a second- lass was on the seat and Wilson, behind Little I' won’t sing should be made to sing when
swipe like you at any game.’’ Jake Cy, mockc^l him, but Cal sat well for I good money is at stake. I know Cal and
showed fight at once and shot out w ith ward, like Mosher used to do behind , his chain kept George, .myself and Cal
his left, but failed to land, as (’al broke Onawa, said nothing, but grinned -very i< comfortably that winter, for Cal remained
ground, and side-stepping, sent his pile knowingly. Off they went, on first score, f in Dow ner's service and in course of time
driver into Jake's short ribs, which stag like a team, past the quarter and on to ' married his daughter.
The wideawake
They were neck and little “parley-vous” is today a prominent i
gered him, and before he could straight the half in 1.10.
en Cal sprang forward and w ith his w hole neck part of the third quarter and the reinsman in the west.—[The Horseman.
weight landed his duke on the point and people shouted and cheered. Their good
A ‘’Trust” Which is Popular.
down went Jack. When he came to they wishes went out to the boy and his sick
shook hands and were ever after fast boss. They were wild with excitement
friends. In talking about it afterwards when Birdie drew slowly away from Cy, ' There is a great deal of indignation
Cal said: “Yer see, Jake was bigger but a big sigh went up w hen he broke ‘ felt against trusts. The Sugar Trust, the
Wilson lashed Cy, but Standard Oil Trust, the Welch Tin Plate
than me, and the jab in the wind brought and fell back.
WE GUARANTEE
him dow’n near my weight, and then 1 , Birdie caught (piickly and won by a neck Trust, the English Salt Trust, and other
That one tabloapoonful of
back-heeled him ’cause he was bigger. I in 2.20 1-2. Wilson rushed before the combinations of the kind, are vigorously
learned the trick from Ilarry Gilmore. I judges and charged foul driving against denounced, and it is a subject of contro
Wil produce more actual results than a whole bottle
see him give it to a big chopper in To the boy, who made a peculiar noise that versy whether there arc more trusts in of
any liniment or spavin cure mixture eve nade.
It is therefore the cheapest (as well as palest and
worried Cy, but Cal developed some < England than America, and whether pro best)
ronto ”
external applicant known for man or beast.
Things went on swimmingly except kicking powers and said it was Wilson’s tection or free trade fosters them. But
with poor Downer, who w as in bad shape, ! whip that made Birdie break. He got there is one form of trust against which
no one has anything to say. That is the
and Birdie was often sulky. At last he the heat.
let Cal take full charge of him. The old ; Birdie cooled out in good sh^pe. I trust the public reposes in Hood’s Sarsa
THE LAWRENCE WRLIAMS CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO.
fashioned little French chap was off on asked Cy “IIow on earth he forced Birdie parilla.*

PASCAL; THE CROOM'S TRIUMPH.

SOMBAULT'S CAUSTIC BALSAM

^ORsE NOTES FROM SANFORO. ME-

make a trotter,(2.20), we say the chances
ire more than even that he would. An
owner has but two or three colts; they
are trotting bred and will, he thinks,
make trotters. He trains them with that
thought uppermost in his mind. You
can’t discourage him. He trains them
just as he would a trotter that could trot.
Byxand by, one or more of them begins
to trot. They keep improving, and the
first thing his neighbors know, this con
fident owner has a first-class performer,
American Trotter.
I

Mr. Woodruff was there and said he
would like to put the “pig-skin”<on the
horse once more.
The sleighing here is fine, all the fast
Col. Russell said, “you can do so but
©nes are out in force on the mile ground.
he has his road shoes on and has only
It is hardly a sure thing between L. E.
had road work since I bought him.”
Wiggin’s Nigger Baby 2.37, Gus Torrell's
Mr. Jack Stewart was there and said:
Little Dick 2.35 1-2, and Charlie Tibbetts’
“The poles are down, out some twelve
Dan Wilkes, trial 2.35. They make the
feet. If you are going to ride him I will
snow fly.
send a man and have them taken up.”
Bay Tom 2.34 1-2, owned by Frank
Mr. Woodruff remarked, “No matter;
Wilkinson, has not been started to sleigh
I will ride him outside the sticks.”
as yet but rumor has it he will be out
He started Fearnaught the right way of
after the boys Saturday.
Look out for
the track and when he passed the wire
him; he is fast to sleigh.
there were at least 20 watches on him.
Frank J. Tibbetts has not started
He trotted the half mile outside those
Harry T. this winter and does not intend FARM MARES ANO TROTTING STALLIONS.
poles which surely made it two seconds
to. His shoes are off and he is running
slow in 1.08, never once lifting his nose
in a paddock as sound as a colt. This
I have read with much interest the ar
and without a booCon him. That seems
horse lias a perfect right to have some ticles in reference to the advisability of
to me a good showing, that he was a
thing said of him. He is nine years old. breeding farm mares to trotting stallions
trotter as well as a fast and handsome
weighs 900 pounds, and is a big little and am constrained to add my experience
road horse.
horse; stands 14-3; sired by Ilarrv Clay and conclusions, and perhaps can best
His son Fearnaught, Jr., 2.26, was the
45, dam by Holland’s Ethan Allen; was do so by detailing two actual occurgreatest road horse in the world, As I
started last season for the first time at ences, says a writer in the Minnesota
think Mr. Scribner of Lewiston will at
North Berwick in the 2.40 class in June; Horseman, loonie 20 years ago, when I
test as he drove him once from my place
won it in three straight, best time 2.38. was a resident of a certain town in New
to the track at Lewiston, at the rate of
He next started at Sanford in the 2.38 Hampshire, a wealthy and public-spirted
18 miles per hour, and he could beat 2.20
class, which he won after trotting five citizen purchased alinely-bred and speedy
a long way off before he wrenc.ied his
heats, best time by Harry T. 2.37 1-4. trotting stallion and endea vored to induce
ankle: has shown one-fourth mile in 30
His next start was at Laconia, N. II., in his farmer friends to breed their sound,
seconds. Then take Mr. Neven's geld
the 2.38 class, winning secolid money, good-actioned young mares to his horse:
driving Nelson's horse Ellsworth out in bu>, as the service fee was placed at 830, in Minnesota I would say: If you have a ing Fearnaught 2.17 1-4.
Mr. Golden says he can drive him a
2,30. Started next at Lawrence, Mass., and the service of an ordinary stallion good, sound young mare that has a reas
and got second place to Edith II. 2.15 1-2 could be had for $10, the farmers thought onable amount of lifeand“go ' in her, and quarter in 31 seconds. lie is admitted to
in 2.29 1-4. Started next at Concord, N. they saw a very large and very selfish weighs between 950 and 1,200 pounds, be the finest road horse in Boston.
Then again. Blanche R., 2.28 1-2 with
H., and got second place to Edith II.. ••nigger in the wood pile." I think the breed her to a standard trotting horse,
best time 2.28 1-4. Started at Coi^iisli, stallion received but three mares the first and begin to care for and educate the no fitting and less than two months after
foal the next day after the mare was cov being put to the sulky for the first time.
Me., won second money in a four heat season, among them was a common but
ered. You may not, probably will not,
She is stylish and large, 15 3-4 hands
race, winning one heat in 2.32; and next handsome mare, a fairly good roadster,
at Sanford took second money, best owned by*a young friend of mine. One get a MaudS. or a Directum, but you high and Mr. E. A. Bailey of Winthrop
probably will get a good, stylish roadster says she is the finest roadster he ever
time 2.31 1-4.
day when my friend's half-bred colt was
that.will sell for three times as much as
Again at Granite State Park, Dover, three and a half years old he took me out
drove. Now she is by Achilles a very fast
he got fourth money in a field of nine for a ride, and when we struck a half a foal from a 1,600 pound lunk-head horse by Carenaught by Fearnaught^
father. At any rate you will get the very dam Sister Mix by Fearnaught Jr., etc.
horses, best time 2.26 1-4. Then as Roch mile of fine road the colt was asked to
beautiful ideal of a farm horse. The best You sec this mare is inbred.
ester Fair he took third money in a four give a sample of his speed and responded
heat race, best time 2.26 1-4.
At Acton in fine style. “Well, how fast is he go horse ever put to general work on a farm,
It is easy to breed style, finish and
Fair he won first money on a poor track ing?’ aoked my friend. “Better than save and except a pure-blood, is the' off good road qualities in your trotters if you
spring of a good, common mare from a
breed right. If you try an out-cross be
in 2.33 1-2. Later at Haverhill, Mass., three minutes,’’ 1 replied, but my friend
standard-bred trotting stallion. They
sure to go to the family that possesses
he got third money i_^ a field of nine was incredulous as to that amount of
are prompt, fearless, intelligent, and
horses.
speed. On our way home we had to pass will do more work, inch for inch and those qualities, therefore I selected the
j Volunteers and find with that inbred to
Starting next at Lawrence he won a large summer hotel, and as the road
pound for pound, than any horse on
third money in a seven heat race, win in front of the hotel was level and smooth
the Fearnaughts I get the style road
ning fifth heat in 2.31 1-4, his present the colt was sent along at his best clip. earth. I have a pair of such that I will qualities and all the speed to make an
match
against
anything
for
road
or
team
record.
ideal road horse and trotter.
When some rods beyond the hotel I work.
At North Berwick, with Dan Berry heard a call, and looking back saw a genI am breaking a four-year-old gelding
2.26 1-2, Grace 2.26, and Currier 2.27 1-4, tleman’on the hotel steps beckoning tons.
this winter bred in that way and full
FROM FEARNAUGHT FARM.
the first heat was like a dead heat in “Now, that man will want to purchase
brother to Blanche R. lie stands 16
2.28 1-4, between Harry T. and Dan this colt,” 1 said to my friend, “and what
hands, has all the requirements of a fine
MANcirESTEK. Me., Dec. 20.
gentleman's road horse and can trot like
Berry, the judges seeing Berry’s nose in is your price?.’ “Well, 1 think, he ought
a ghost.
front. Harry T. got third money, beat to be worth $200." “Two hundred dol Editoh Tube, Fakm and Home:
ing out Currier.
This communication is long but when
I notice of late in several turf papers
lars ! If that man asks your price tell him
The foregoing is his season's work, $700." Driving back to where the gen the correspondents tell us that we cannot I get writing about the Fearnaughts I
making 13 races; three first moneys, five tleman was, the following conversation breed the ideal gentleman’s road horse, don’t know when to stop.
second moneys, four third money, and took place: “Do you own this horse?’’ handsome, stylish, pleasing action, fast
I have two weanlings in my stable by
one fourth money; driven by an amateur “Yes, sir.’’ “Is he for sale?’ “Yes, sir." walker and fast roadster, and have a Bayard Wilkes, 2.13 3-4: one out of the
reinsman at that, who never handled a “What do you ask for him?’’ “Seven fast trotter.
thoroughbred mare Perseverance and the
trotter before. Nothing happening this hundred dollars ' (and just then 1 got a
They say that the training necessary other from Sister Mix by Fearnaught Jr.
horse will be out for the local money. playful punch in the ribs). “Will you to bring out latent speed has the tend that I will stand up with anyone in the
Good judges think him capable of a 2.20 get out and let me drivd him a mile?” ency to make them walk slower and dis state and if any one can beat them they
mark.
have a good one “by thunder’ as old
“Certainly.” In 10 minutes the gentle qualify them for a good roader.
Little Dick 2.35 1-2 started in all the man returned and simply said: “1 will
These teachers have never had the ex Steve Ilayes .said.
local races, winning a piece of every take him; step into the office and I will perience of breeding and owning a firstI think the blood of Alma Mater will
thing he started in and is an elegant pay you.” That colt won his first race class horse.
cross well with the Fearnaughts and
sleigh horse. More anon.
a month later in 2.30 and three months I wish to name a few that I have known thoroughbreds“Damon."
E. L. Norcross,
later sold for $3,000. That sale took the and of course shall commence with old
Fearnaught Farm,
“nigger out of the wood pile, ’ called the Fearnaught, as handsome a horse as ever
Manchester, Me.
People wlro have tried it, say that there attention of the horse buyers to that looked through a bridle; fifteen and
three-fourths
hands
high,
a
f;^t
walker,
town
and
opened
a
regular
mint
for
the
is no better medicine for dyspepsia than
fast roader—15 miles per hour with ease,
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. It may not give one coinage of money.
Hood’s Pills cure all liver ills.
so attractive when in motion that Col.
When
the
average
farmer
learns
to
ap

Uie stomach of an ostrich, but it so
strengthens the alimentary organs that preciate the fact that the man who brings II. 8. Russell said of him when he got
digestion of ordinary food becomes easy a finely-bred trotting stallion into their him that “he was driving the handsomest
town or county is a public benefactor, horse in the world for all the school
and natural.
and that his interestsand theirs are one, children would stop playing marbles
a mighty stride towards greater prosper when he drove by and throw up their
THIS IS1ADVICE TO TIE TO.
hands and say, ‘O what a handsome
ity will have been taken.
Now the other side. - An acquaintance horse.’ ”
And that same Fearnaught could pull
Few owners have as much confidence of mine has for the past four years been
in their own stock as they should. A colt breeding his farm mares to a trotting a wagon oxer such tracks as old Fash
is broken then trained fora short time. stallion and has never sold a colt for ion Course, New York, in 2.19 1-2, 25
He is well enough bred to make a trot hardly more than the stud fee. Why? In years ago.
I delivered Fearnaught to Col. Russell
ter, he is trotting gaited, but he shows the first place his mares are great, heavy,
little or no speed. In a few weeks at the lanky, loose-jointed beasts that never the 21st day of August, 1869. lie had
longest, his training will be stopped, lie saw the hour wherein they could cover |i him in the stud at Mystic all that sea
will be pronounced a failure, and turned 10 miles. Second, they are never propei- son and drove him on the road with his
out. Now the chances are at least even ly fed or stabled, and the foals in winter 1 children.
About the first of September he drove
that had the owner of this well-bred, starve at the straw pile and eat snow for
good-gaited colt, really believed that he ’drink. No wonder that this man fails. out to Riverside Park which was then a
i
would some day if carefully worked, If I could reach the ear of every farmer half mile track.

two more of her progeny were sold the and has a mark of 2.31 1-2 at the pace.
same day, Bessie; a sister to Favora, J. T. Walker, Perryman, Md., got this
foaled 1888, and Bonnie Hans, a fine three well-bred stallion for $600, a very small
year old colt by Bonnie Boy, each bring price considering that he has sired Turco,
ing $430.
The total for Monday was 2.13, and other fast pacers.
$9,430, an average of nearly $215.
Sherman, another son of George
Tuesday saw a decided improvement Wilkes, dam Lady Belmont, by Belmont
over this excellent beginning, and, aided sold for $100 less than Erie Wilkes, as he
by a trio ofcracks that reached $2,000 or is eighteen years old, though well pre
more, the total for forty-six head was served. I>r. C. II. Cook, a prominent
$18,065, or within a few cents of $393 for veterinary surgeon, of Rochester, who
the average rate.
purchased Jerome Eddy on Tuesday, also
Octo, a bay gelding of five years, by bought his stud companion, Sherman.
Jerome Eddy, out of Miss Koch, by Three speedy young mares, both pacers,
Homer, has had his speed tested by the sold well up in the hundred, Bonnie Belle,
record of 2.19 1-2 he has earned, and it three years old, with 2.17 1-4 to her credit,
cost J. Pinkton of this city $750 to own going for $975 to A. W. Bainbridge, Va.:
this desirable roadster. Another of the while Monita, who has scored 2. IS 1-4 at
same sire's get, Idreno, also a gelding, the lateral gait, and is six years old,
foaled 1890, has no record but an accred brought $800. E. Platt, of this city, the
ited trial in 2.26, and the strong breed bidder. Jarenta, 2.27 1-4 at two years,
ing on his dam’s side as well, she being fetched $775, and is now owned by J. II.
Sionara, by George Wilkes, brought the Dillon, New Haven. Conn. Another
young trotter’s value up to $920; IL D. fleet young side-wheeler, the gray geld
Bradburn, Holyoke, Mass., the purchas ing Rollo, foaled 1890, with a yearling
er.
record of 2.28 1-2, went for $550 to John
A novel spectacle at a public sale was Bartnett, of this city. Clyo and Mcrlo,
GOOD PRICES FOR GOOD STOCK.
tlthe appearance of the twin fillies Bonnie brown geldings four years old, were
------------------------------------------Lena
L and Bonnie Louise, foaled 1891, by shown double and brought $970: J.
The Jewett Farm Harness Harer* Plea*** Bonnie Boy, an inbred Wilkes, out of Leary, Holyoke, Mass., their new owner
the C’rlticalBuyer*- Why
L
Lida Patchen by Mambrino Patchen. Both arc by Homer, oift of well-bred
They are
Sold.
rThey
p
are the same color, a rich black, mares, Merlo being a particularly line
----------------ai
and so much alike in all respects that a type of roadster.
perfectly matched team could not
Seldom has a better looking lot of trot- more
,n
The bidding was lively to the last num
ters been in the sale ring than those from be
be desired. Sir Roderick Cameron fan ber on the catalogue, for the yearling
them and expressed his willingness filly Darya, by Pearlo, son of Patchen
the Jewett Farm, near Buffalo, which cied
ci
to give $150 apiece for the sisters, but it Wilkes, out of Jennie Eddy, by Jerome
were disposed of here this week. Henry bi
cost him $625 to own this unique pair.
C. Jewett is one of the multi-million- cc
Eddy, went up to $699, and the weanling
Pacers do not usually command much <coltToptono, by Patchen Wilkes, out of
aires who have invested liberally in the
of a price hereabouts, but Divan, four Darya’s dam, is so line a. baby trotter that
most fashionable blood, and his estab- °F
years old, with 2.15 to his credit at the it
j took $610 to secure him.
lishment is one of the most extensive in y<?
lateral gait, is such an exceptionally good
the world. Indeed, so rapidly has the hr
Mr. Jewett’s trainers worked like 'tro
young horse that he was rated worth jans and helped the sale materially. F.
size of his stud increased, that Mr. ,yc
$2,250,
and goes to Binghamton, the C.
I McVey’ who did most of the cam
Jewett found he had more stock than he s
of C. Woodruff,.
jpaigning this season, has been engaged
could well look after. About a year ago property
P1’
Jerome Eddy, in his nineteenth year, by
1 W. C. Erance, of Lexington, for next
he made a sale at his farm, but this did
not reduce the number sufficiently, so an- is not nearly so valuable as when Mr. ;year. A. C. Leonard, who has acted as
Jewett purchased him for $25,000, but at superintendent
g
other consignment, numbering about 130 »Te
at the farm near Buffalo,
head, was brought to the metropolis last $2,000 he was cheap enough, and Dr. C- 5will probably handle the Jewett stable
II. Cook of Bochester, who bought the in
j 1894. The Kansas ranch, where most
week. 'They were placed under the ham- H.
st urdy grandson of Volunteer, should get <of the breeding is done, is at Cheney,
mer in three lots, and the first batch of sb
his money back in a single stud season, rnear Wichita. Mr. Jewett brought first
forty-four was sold on Monday.
hi:
properly
managed.
cclass goods to the metropolitan market,
Mr. Jewett has a big ranch in Kansas, P
r
Elko, a neat and substantial brown gand The Rider and Driver congratu
and quite a number of the trotters and
mare, eight years old, with a record of 1lates him on his well deserved success as
pacers ottered here were brought from ni:
2.17, went from the opening bid of $1,000 ga breeder and turfman.
the plains. With them came the stallion 2.1
up to $2,750, and Wallace Pierce, the*
Kansas Wilkes, a son of George Wilkes uf
The Rider and Driver.
Pennsylvanian, made the winning bid
and Puritana, by Almont.
As he is Pc
for Philips Phenix, one of the old guard
twelve years old and has. no fast per- foi
“A snake in the grass,” is all the more
among road drivers in the metropolis.
formers to his credit, this well bred horse an
dangerous from being unsuspected. So
The breeding of Elko is first-class, her
went for $200 to Samuel Wilkins, of Tl
are many of the blood medicines offered
Chester, Orange County,the village where ssire,
h Lumps, by George ^Wilkes, having <]
the public. To avoid all risk, ask your
his grandsire, Rysdyk’s Ilambletonian, a ]mark of 2.21, while her dam, Katie C.,
druggist for Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, and also
sold just before her speedy daughter for
made an imperishable name and begot ’ so
for Ayer’s Almanic, which is just out
$300, was got by Mambrino Patchen, and
the greatest family of light-harness per- $3
for the new year.
two morezof her progeny are in the fast
formers that has yet appeared.
tw
list.
There is a covered track one mile long lis
The following from the Horse World
Wednesday saw the market still firm,
at Jewett Farm, and all the youngsters
be of interest as well as a timely
and the average of $436 for the thirty- may
1
shown gave evidence of the thorough an
word
of warning:
five head sold was the highest of the 1
education they received there. Bonnie fw
A case was tried in the Municipal
three days.
MP. Jewett said to The
Ethel, a brown yearling filly, by Bonnie th
of Bochester, N. V., recently, be
Bider and Driver representative: “I Court
(
Boy, out of Lady Cooper, gave such an Ri
feel very much flattered by the appreci- fore Judge White, that is of interest to
exhibition of speed that she fetched more fe<
stock-breeder. There is a law in
ation which has been shown for the stock every
(
than any of the other youngsters sold on nt
in this state requiring the owner of
1
Monday. Alfred Lakeland of Gravesend, I tselected to bring to New York. Of force
course 1 could not expect big prices, and a5 stallion to register his animal by filling
and J. F. Scott of Raleigh, N. C., com- co
peted for this fleet miss till the gentle- in some cases I know the buyers secured *a certificate of pedigrees, age, etc., with
county clerk to prevent deception.
great bargains. When anyone came to the
1
man from the South proved the winner gr
me and stated wlmt he wanted I took But failing to file the required certificate
at $630. Bonnie Ethel has a sister, Jettic, nn
owner of a stallion cannot collect the
pleasure in directing him to the best of the
1
with a mark of 2.18 3-4 at three years.
ph
my ability. In this way more than one 1service fee by process of law. The Muni
Damo, a bay stallion eight years old, nr
Court case was brought by Lewis
purchaser was able to find what he sought cipal
(
by Jerome Eddy, out of Bessie Gilpin, pr
instead of groping about.with only the JPitts against Thomas Faulkner to recover
was also the subject of a lively argument ini
catalogue to guide him.”
1the fee of service. The defendant set up
between W. D. Jones of Buffalo, and ca
The amount for the entire sale was :as his defense the allegation that the
trainer John Driscoll of Parkville. The
had not registered his stallion
$42,880 for one hundred and t wenty five plaintiff
1
former stuck to the handsome bay trot- $4
head, or a rate of $343.04. Lissa, a well- *as required by law, and therefore could
ter till at $675 he became his property, he
recover.
The plaintiff’s attorney,
made dun mare of live years, with a rec- not
1
Damo has proved himself a transmitter m;
ord of 2.16 3-4, brought the best price on II. II. Widenher, proved that the animal
of speed, as Blue Stem, one of his get, or
been registered by a former owner,
Wednesday, F. J. Scott, Raleigh, N. C., had
'
h is a record of 2.28 at three years. Bessie AV
giving $2,550 for her. She is by Patchen :and that the spirit of the statute did not
Gilpin herself, a bay mare of thirteen, by gi'
that a certificate be filed by each
Wilkes, out of Lady Shaw, by Rochester, require
1
John Gilpin, a son of Straders’ Cassius W
subsequent
purchaser of the stallion.
son
of
Aberdeen,
Lady
Shaw
sold
just
f
M. Clay, brought $510.
She is the dam so
White held that the law had not
before her fast daughter for $460 to M. Juctee
•
of Favora, who trotted in 2.12 1-2 early be
Ryan, Torresdale, Pa. Erie Wilkes, one been complied with and granted a judg
this season and is the fastest one Mr. R3
of nonsuit. Mr. Wheeler will ap
af the youngest sons of George Wilkes, ment
1
Jewett has bred to date. She is in foal to of
the case, as he says that he does not
was listed for Monday, but was not sold peal
1
Patchen Wilkes again, and as she is sure w:
till Wednesday. He is eleven years old, believe it is the intent of the statute that
to have a place in the great brood mare til
traces to Mambrino Chief, through his :a stallion should be registered every
list, W. R. Janvier secured in her a pro- tn
it is sold.
Jam Traitress, by Confederate Chief, time
1
nounced bargain. Besides her son, Damo, da
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WE CURE STRICTURE IN THIRTY DAYS.

EMPIRE MEDICAL CO.,
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CHANCE FOR A

HOME
RESERVATION LANDS
IN THE

INDIAN
TERRITORY
You want to know all about this district,
and how you can secure a quarter or half sec*
tlon of land on the

GREAT
flOCK ISLAND
ROUTE
Write at once to me and state your wants,
and I will send you full particulars, Including
map of that district. Will send the “ Western
Settler’ ’ for one year FREE ON APPLICATION

JNO. SEBASTIAN,
General Ticket and Passenger Agent
UHIUAGO, U. 3. A
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ST. JULIAN HOTEL,
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It is Convenient and Cozy with Prices for
the Times.
R. W. UNDEKWOOl), Prop.
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They will SPARE rAlN, and SAVE WORK
The only comb fit tj use on horse legs,
or on slipped, and shoit-haired horses.

A MATCHLESS SHEDDER
It is WONDERFULlaOPE[lA.CIO)C

PERFECT IN CONSTRUCTION
A surpn-j* to Groom and Horse,

HUMAN TO THE TOUCH.
BUY ONE! And n v-r again, will 5011 be
without one,
Setd 40 cents for sample,
Address:

HumaUC World,
St .Paul, Mian.

OWNERS AND DRIVERS
C. II. Nelson and Mrs. Nelson will pass
the winter in Florida.
It is now told ns that ‘-Honest” Jimmy
Golden will be behind Director’s Flower .
2.20, when she scores down for the word
I
in her three-year-old form.

only will John Dickerson stay with Budd
Doble another year,but that George Starr
will also be with the stable.
This un
doubtedly means that Doble will do but
little race driving himself,but with Dick
erson and Starr to drive in the races and
Doble to counsel with them and assist |
them in various other ways, the stable
cannot help but be a very strong one, especially as Doble’s prestige is sure tofdl
it with the choicest material.—Horse
World.

It is remarked that “.The Silent Man
from Tennessee,” Ed. Geers never began
The following is from the editorial
training a more promising string than he
pages of The Horse Breeder.
has at the present time.
“Mr. William Moulton of Hudson, Mass*
'
------ o----informs us that the sleighing was never
C. M. Phillips of Fairfield has bought better there.
a full brother to Ilallie, 2.23 1-4.
Mr. Moulton likes to get out with the
We also Jearn that Geo. AldenEsq.,has boys and generally has one that can go
sold his stallion Fred Boone to Dr. Gilley along some. He is driving the Farmer
of Boston for the latter's ranch in Colo mare an inbred Knox which has been used
rado.
as a brood mare and produced severa]
----- o-----good ones including Silas one of the
E. L. Norcross, esq., of Manchester, speediest road horses owned in Worces
Dr. Geo. II. Bailey, V. S. of Portland ter.
and Mr. C. II. Nelson of Waterville are
Another of her foals is a bay pacing
“lights’ of the Maine turf appearing mare by Allectus that has shown a full
among the group of “Representative mile in 2.25 with but very little hand
Horsemen" of the Christrtias Horseman. ling.
----- o-----A full sister to this pacing mare is
The veteran colt trainer of Bangor, R. owned by William T. Ash, Ashland Stock
A. Buxton, is handling quite a string Farm, Barre, Mass.,who has a valuable
this winter. Among them is a very filly from her by Messr’s Chittenden and
promising yearling owned by George W. Barri s grandly bred stallion Elfwood by
Knight, of Lewiston, Me. The horse Nutwood out of a full sister to Patch en
men there say he is one of the best-acting^ Wilkes. Mr. Moulton s mare is with foal
colts in tjie State, and is apt to be heard by Alclayone a brother in blood to Har
rietta, 2.0$) 3-4 but she can make the boys
from later.
------o-----hustle to beat her down the road ’.
We know the Farmer mare well and
Says an exchange, the latest invention
more than once has “Uncle Sam” as the
in horse shoes is the rubber shoe.
A deep grove is cut at each side along boys used to call him given *usa little
the base into which rings of India rubber spin behind her.
She was by Hind's Knox, Black Moni
are inserted after the horre has been
shod. This ensures a proper foothold tor, and out of a mare by Blqck Sultan,,
i We saw Hind’s Knox go a mile in 2.40
and materially lessens the concussion.
The shoes are also much lighter wear on Franklin Park, Farmington half in
longer and the nails being under the pads 1.16 right off the farm. Black Sultan
has a record of 2.40 1-2 and trial in 2are prevented from working.
I 34 12. both being sons of Gen. Knox.
The Farmer maie has also produced a
Superintendent Bradburn says Lady
! filly by Warrener full brother to Sunol
Bunker, dam of Guy Wilkes. 2.15 1-4, sire
2.08 1-4 which Mr. Farmer regarded very
of Ilulda, 2.0S 1-2, and of William L,, sire
highly and was a promising one.
of Axtell, 2.12, is safely in foal to Chimes.
------o-----It is rather remarkable that after having
been barren for eight years, Mr. Brad
burn should put this nineteen-year-old :
mare in foal twice. Lady Bunker’s filly
by Manibrino King is one of the best
made and most beautiful ever seen at Mr. I
Hamlin's farm, and The owners, the Lang
Farm, would not part with it for thou
sands of dollars.

A Terre Haute correspondent says:
“II. P. Kelley has signed with the Axtell
syndicate, and after January 1st will be
in charge of the developing of the Axtell
youngsters owned by the syndicate and i
its friends. The Axtell people have
made the fewest possible bad moves on
the checkerboard of management of the
stallion, and the placing of Mr. Kelley at
the head of the training department is
one of the shrewdest moves in their suc
cessful policy.

W. S. Kirby, of Galesburg,Midi., made
his first venture in training and driving
when he brought out Harry Noble in
1888, as a tliree-year-old. He started in
fifteen races, winning twelve. The next
season he started in eleven and met de
feat but once, although in that contest
securing the four-year-old race record of
the world. Mr. Kirby has given twenty
trotters and pacers standard marks, and
this season gave four records better than
2.19.
Dame Rumor has it that the stables of
Monroe Salisbury and M. E. McHenry
will be combined next year. If so, what
other stable will be more shrewdly man
aged? With Salisbury to point out the
way to make money, and McHenry to do
the driving for it,the combination would
be a strong one. It is also said that not

Johnnie Dickerson has a record as a
driver that but one of the older ones,
Budd Doble, can rival. Neither Hickok,
Turner, Splan, McHenry, Curry or any of
the old-timers has ever driven three hor
ses better than 2.10. It would take a
column to give a list of horses driven by
Dickerson in 2.30 or better, but his list of
2.20 performers is wonderful. lie has
driven seventeen at an average speed of
2.11 3-4, and the average speed for thirtyone horses he has driven in 2.20 or better
is 2.14 16 100. Here is the list: Manager,
2.06 3-4; Arion, 2.073-4; Pixley, 2.08 1-4;
Stamboul, 2.09 3-4; Ella Brown, 2.11 1-2;
Prim a Donna, 2.11 3-4: Attorney Jr.,
2.12: Reina, 2.12 1-4; Ellard, 2.12 1-2;
Tip O Tip, 2.12 1-2: Kellar Thomas, 2.
12 3-4: Ryland T., 2.12 3-4; Roy Wilkes,
2.13: Guy (pb 2.131-4; Nellie McGregor,
2.14; Cheyenne, 2.14 1-4; Faustino, 2.
14 3-4: Gray Harry, 2.15 1.2; Margrave,
2.15 1-2: Prince Herschel, 2.15 1-2; Scio
ta Girl, 2.15 3.4. McGinty (2), 2.15 3-1;
L6e Russell, 2.16 1-4; Chiquerita, 2.16 3-4; '
Pickaway, 2.16 3-4: Kenwood, 2.17 1-4; 1
Almont, 2.17 1-4: Hussar, 2.18 1.4: Wildbrino, 2.19 1-4; Mikeagan, 2.19 3-4; Fin. !
ley, 2.20. Johnnie Dickerson began driv-'
ing horses twenty years ago when he was
but eight years old. Propped up in a big '
sulky, his feet ouly touching the brace
bars, he made his first trial at Greens
burg in the spring of 1873. He drove
that game horse, General Butler, by Crazy
Nick, to a mark of 2.26, and it is doubtful
if Johnnie could come anyways neffrgiv
ing a list of the many he has since put in
the charmed circle.

Children Cry for

Pitcher’s Castoria.

Castoria is Dr. Samuel Pitcher’s prescription for Infants
and Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
other Narcotic substance. It is a harmless substitute
for Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups, and Castor Oil.
It is Pleasant. Its guarantee is thirty years’ use by
Millions of Mothers. Castoria destroys Worms and allays
feverishness. Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd,
coves Diarrhoea and Wind Colic. Castoria relieves
teething troubles, cures constipation and flatulency.
Castoria assimilates the food, regulates the stomach
and bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep. Cas
toria is the Children’s Panacea—the Mother’s Friend.

Castoria.

Castoria.

“Castoria is an excellent medicine for chil
dren. Mothers have rei>eatedly told me of its
good effect upon their children.”
Da. G. C. Osgood,
Lowell, Mass.

“ Castoria is so well adapted to children that
I recommend it as superior to any prescription
known to me.”
n. A. Archer, M. D.,
Ill So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

“ Our physicians in tho children's depart
“ Castoria is the best remedy for children of
ment have spoken highly of their experi
which 1 am acquainted. I hope the day is not
ence in their outside practice with Castoria,
far distant when mothers will consider the real
and although wc only have among our
interest of their children, and use Castoria in
medical supplies what is known as regular
stead of the various quack nostrums which are
products, yet we arc free to confess that the
d ‘stroying their loved ones, by forcing opium,
merits of Castoria has won us to look with
morphine, soothing syrup and other hurtful
favor upon it.”
agents down their throats, thereby sending
United Hospital
them to premature graves ”
()u
Boston,
Da. J. F.
Conway, Ark. 1I Allkm C. Smith,

Tho Centaur Company, TT Murray Street, New York City.

SIOC REWARD IF NOT CURED
------- by-------

TUTTLE’S ELIXIR.
RHEUMATISM, LAGR'PPE AND PNEUMONIA
FOR SALE BY

GEORGE C. GOODWIN
And all,Druggists. Sa nple sentjfree to any ad Iress by sending threetwo-cent stamps.

OR. S. A. TUTTLE- 4 MERRIMAC STREET,
fi.
Borton, Aug. 1992.
Jr. 8. Tuttle:’
Dear Sir—My horse Danuy hud a s<. -e on his side last winter md I had it doctored six
nontha. At your suggestion last month 1 applied Tuttle’s Klixlr dilute I with water,I and
also gave him some of your Condition P owders, which effected an immediate cure.
also
( Ad the Elixir applied to some bleeding warts on my cow’s teats, ami there it also proved a
uccess. MV man tried it for his rheumatism, which was so bad thst be expected to be
obliged to give up work, and he is now nearly well. Having these several cures within a
month I tho-^ht it was only a justice to you to know the facts. I am
Yours truly,
A. R WHITH E Ji.

-DANFORTHS BLANKET PROTECTOR.This humane, convenient, and safe Blanket Fastener is without|doubt, an invention of creat
merit. Fastened with this device the blanket has to stay in place: it cannot slip, slide or move.
The horse is comfortable and does not rub, bite, or tear the blanket. There is no place where the
blanket gets any strain* so it will last twice as long. The Fastener is always in place and can be
adjusted in half the time of surcingle.
It will cost but 35 cents to try one. If your local dealerl>3 s not keep them, they will
by mail on receipt of price. Agents Wanted.
Read the opinion of E. N. Perry, Maine State Agent for Prevention! f Cruelty; o Animal :
[POETLAMD, Me., Dec.
F. O. Bailey & Co., Portland, Me
Gentlemen I have long felt the necessitv for some device to relieve horses of the uncot •
fortable, and in manv eases painful, surcingle, 1>ut have never found any I was willing to
<
mend and urge its use to all owners of horses, on the good humanity: at the same time I have
doubt it will prove a great saving of blankets and money.
EBEN N. PERRY, Agt. M. S. S. p. c.a
------- MANUFACTURED BY-------

F. 0. BBILEY & CO.,

.................

Portland, Me

Then crack’d a low binder, and then close be
That famous old Maine brood mare
hind her,
,
Patchen by Tom Patclien, though
The sward to the strokes of the favorite shook; Fanny
J
His rush roused her mettle, yet ever so little
She shortened her stride as we raced at the deceased is likely to live long in her decen
brook.
( dants. Fanny Patchen and her daugh

ter
Gipsey M. by Eclair are now in the
1
f
great
brood mare list. The former hav
t
i
ing
Dinah, 2.28 1-2 bv Norway Knoxan
' Gipsey M. has produced Santa Clara,
.
2.29
by Robb Wilkes and Lifemark (3),
And forcing the running, discarding all cun- $2.26 3-4 by Edgemark 2-16, Aral (p), 2.
ning,
f
Vlength to the front went the rider m green ; 25
- 1-2 by Gray Eagle (Chenery's) is the
A long strip of stubble, and then the big double, sire of the dam of Cashier (p), 2.25 1-2.
Two still Hights of rails and a quickset be
tween.
Topsey by Carrabassett lias the pacer
She raced at tin* rasper, I felt my knees grasp (Cylex, 2.26 1-4 not fast enough to entitle
her,
.
, ,,
i
I found my hands give to her strain on the bit, to rank among the producers while her
when The Clown did—our silks as we son
<.
Gideon Chief got Likewise (4) 2.23 1-4.
Is not rr;a<Je frorp extracts, bat She rosebounded
.
2.30 has the dam of Faith 2.
is itself an extract of roots W
Brushed lightly, our stirrups clash’ll loud as we Cunard,
<
herbs, apd is therefore rpuch
lit.
$27 1-2 to his credit while Daniel Boone
stronger than ar>y preparation A rise steeply sloping, a fence with strong cop- ]has four producing dams those of Like
rpade frorp extracts. We have TheVast—we diverged round the base of the iwise (4) 2.23 1-4, Molly C., 2.24 1-4, Paya pew apd improved process by
hill.
,
fson A. (4) 2.29 3-4 and Polly Nelson 2.30.
which we obtain a powerful ex His path
was the nearer, his leap was the clearer,
The dam of Frank S., 2.29 1-4 is said to
tract frorp ths pure rpaterials» 1 liogg’d up the straight and he led sitting
still.
j be by Don Alonzo and Fred Wilkes 2.
and at a rpuch less expense
to his quarter, and on still 1 brought f
than by the old rpethods. We sTuTcame
11(51*
X24 1-4, is said to be from a daughter of
are thereby enabled to <?ive you And up to his girth, to his breastplate she ,Jersey Goldust.
a bett>r preparation for less
drew;
.
The dam of Haley (4), 2.20 1-4 is a
prayer from Neville jyst reached me,
• rpopey than our competitors A short
“Tnebevil!”
(1
_.
(daughter of Fearnaught, 2.23 1-4 while
offer you. It contains no po- He muttered—-lock’d level the hurdles we flew.
’s son,Fearnaught Jr., is cred
tassiurp or iron? e.pd is purely A hum of hoarse cheering, a dense crowd career- Fearnaught
.
ited with three producing dams viz.:
vegetable.
All sigh * seen obscuring, all shouts vaguely ]
Allen Sarsaparilla *o.. Wooofords. Mr.
Elise dams of Brenda and Hilda each
heard;
.
. .
“The green wins !” “The crimson !
The multi- with records of 2.28 1-4 and another
tude swim on,
And figures are blended, and features are (daughter brought Blanche R. 2.28 1-2.
HOW WE BEAT THE FAVORITE.
blurred.
*
Gen. Withers is sire of the dam of
“The horse is her master;’’ “The green forges Nelsonee
]
(p), 2.29 1-2, Gilbretli Knox 2.
A LAV OF THE LOAMSHIRE HUNT CUP.
“The Clown will outlast her;” The Clown wins !” 26
1 3-4 has the dam af Charley Danforth
-- —
(p) 2.23 3-4 and Glenarm, 2.23 1-2 thec--------------------------------- -------------■“Aye, Squire,” said Stevens, “they back him at
The white railing races, with all the white
evens;”
The chestnut outpaces, outstretches tin ■ (dam of Alfred (4) 2.23 3-5.
The Housewife of New York is a
The race is all over, bar shouting they say;
brown.
The Clown ought to heather; Dick Neville is
A daughter of Gray Dan, 2.31 3-44 monthly no woman will feel like doing
sweeter
.
|
Than ever he swears he can win all the way. On still past the gateway she strains in the brought
Ellsworth (p), 2.30.
without, for the freshness and worth of
Stilfstruggh's-The Clown by a short neck at
Hiram Woodruff,son of J ules Jurgeusena its contents.
It is evidently edited by a
A gentleman rider-well, I’m an outsider,
But if he's a gent, who the mischief’s a jock?
produced the fleet footed side wheelerr genial and decisive hand, and its contents
You swells mostly blunder, Dick rides for the He swerves the green scourges, the stand rock ]
n written by women who know their busiplunder,
«
,
. , ,
,
AmMlashes^an’d verges, and Hits the white Edmund, 2.17 1-4, and Ilambletonian
He rides, too, like thunder -lie sits like a rock.
1 ost.
JKnox should be credited it is said withh ness well. The fashion, fancy-work and
He calls ‘hunted fairly’ a horse that ha.s barely
the dam of Selim, 2.19, and the dam off decorations are in excellent taste, while
Been strippcil for a trot within sight of the Ave! so ends the tussle—I knew the tan muzzle , 1
\Vas first, though the ring men were yelling, H
I Rockwell Boy, 2.24 3-4 is called a daughi- either the health or housekeeping de•
hounds;
..........
.
heat,”
_ I
A horse that at Warwick beat Birdlime and A nose“Dead
I could swear by, but Clarke said, The ter
f
of Indian Chief. Whom among thee partment would make the reputation of
Yorick,
,
And gave Abdelkader at Alntree nine pounds.
g a magazine, being full of fresh, trustA short head!” and that’s how the favorite was JMaine horsemen can give the breeding
They say we have no test to warrant a protest ;
? worthy matter.
A
damLindsay Gordon, the Australian poet. (of’Rockwell Boy formerly Dudley Buck?
Dick rides for a lord, and stands in with a
Foster’s Knox by Gen. Knox is accredii-
The Christmas number is surprisingly
steward;
The li|?ht of their faces they show him his case
1ted with the dam of Adelaide M. 2 30.
good, opening with a piquant serial and
Prejudiced and his verdict already secured.
Locomotive by Gen. Knox which ap)- stories much above the level of ordinary
Maine BROOD MARES OF 1893.
pears as a sire of 2.30 speed for the first
•t domestic reading.
Fancy-work and
But none can outlast her, and few travel faster ;
She strides in her work clean away from The
time, this season has a producing daughi- Home Decoration reflect the prettiest
You hofd her and sit her, she couldn’t be fitter;
There are notable additions to the list ter in Flossie the dam of Johnny Wilkes,5 Christmas novelties in a profusion of
Whenever you hit her she’ll spring like a stag.
1-2.
of Maine brood mares for the year just past ’ 2.27
!
graceful and well-drawn designs. Mothers
■“And p’raps the green jacket, at odds though and also additions to the great brood
The dam of Tom Drew, 2.27 1-4 was
ls are told how to train ‘‘Pretty Children'’
tnev back it,
May fall, or there’s no knowing what may turn mare list.
| by Patchen Boy a son of Godfrey Patchi- to have soft curling hair and shapely
Tne greatest of Maine brood mares, the en.
<
Pilot Knox, 2.19 3-4 uis sire of thee features. The Toilet, edited by Shirley
The mare is quite ready, sit still and ride steady,,
Keep cool, and 1 think you may just win the! famous Old Gretchen, has added laurels dam
<
of Harmoun, 2.28 3-4. Amber, 2.
2. Dare,tells women “How to Grow Plump”
the Cup.”
to her wreath of honors by the reduction 29
j 1-4 is out of a daughter of Rampart
•t and “How to Keep Young.” “Home
Dark-brown with tan muzzle, just stripped for
of the record of her son Nelson the ( by Almont.
Dressmakers” are taught how to make
the tussle,
Stood Iseult, arching her neck to the curb,
Northern King from 2.10 to 2.09 by the i( Redwood by Belmont has the dams of
►f
and hang the newest skirts, the test of a
A lean head and fiery, strong quarters and wiry,
A loin rather light, but a shoulder superb.
addition of Sadie L., 2.30 to her list make ((Grenadier,
>
2.28 anct Mordica (p) 2.26 1-22 well-dressed woman today. The Garden
d is full of delightful suggestions on decSome parting injunction, bestowed with great. five in all, by a new producing daughter (the same being the mare Modjeska and
unction,
Daisy Rolfe, 2.26 1-4 which produced Ila-' also the dam of Seersucker, 2.30. Rob
b orative plants and flowers for the dinner
I tried to recall, but forgot, like a dunce,
When Reginald Murry, full tilt on WJiite Surrey,> zel and producing daughter for her,. Roy a Drew horse has Hortense (p) 2.
2. table for holidays; “Cake for Christmas
u Came down in a hurry to start us at once.
daughter Knox Girl in Dora M. which , 19 1-4 and Sanford Knox got the dam of
>f Boxes” goes into detail for young liouse-“Keep back in the yellow; come up on Othello>! I has Dora May, 2.27 3-4.
! Guy C. (p) 2.27 1-4. Maud Banks, 2.27 3-4
-4 keepers, whi'e the winter delicacies and
Hold hard on the chestnut; turn round on llie
1I1 Nelson having proved himself a great was from a daughter of Sterling by
y desserts are too much for a hungry man
!
Keep back there on Spartan ; back you, sir in j
I producing sire with 15 new ones in 2.30 t Patchen Boy.
to read. Good sense of comment and
So steady there, easy! “and down went the' I’ in the first season where there really was ,
Hippona, 2.29 1-4 is from a daughter
‘r suggestion throughout will make The
flag. ‘
! no attempt made toward the develop- of Tempest. The Tufts’ Horse son of
>f Housewife welcome in all cultivated famWe started, and Kerr made strong running on11 ment of any considerable number of his
Highland Patchen got the dam of Myrtle,
b, ilies. Published at 81 Warren, street,
Mermaid,
t 4 .
j
Through furrows that led to the first stake | get and two of these new performers enter- 2.30. Troublesome by the Norton Ilorse
;e New York City. 50 cents a year.
anil bound,
, ,
I
The crack half extended, look’d bloodlike and1 ing the 2.30 list.
' son of Eaton Ilorse got the dam of Gip
splendid,
, ,
...
Gideon has always been reckoned as sey M. (p), 2.13 1-2.
Held wide on the right where the headland wasi
sound.
the premier among the Maine sires of
The Breeder also credits Winthrop
When Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria.
I pulled hard to baffle her rush with the snaffle,’ producing dams and probably docs lead Morrill with the dams of Winthrop Pilot,
Before her two-thirds of the field got away,
|
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
All„through the wet pasture where Hoods of the' ' in those dams which are strictly Maine 2.29 1-4 and also his son Gen. Mack 2.
l “ last year
.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
l I’ bred. Gen. Knox has however the dams 291-4 which latter we have supposed
Still loitered, they clotted ray crimson with
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.
! of seven new comers to the list against was a pacer although very rarely so cred
clay.
The fourth fence, a wattle, floor’d Monk andl 1 five by Gideon. We are not sure about ited. Young Rolfe has two new produc
Bluebottle;
. ,, , ,
I Mermaid’s dam
being a new one ing daughters the dams of Dora May, 2.
The Drag came to grief at the blackthorn and
although so given by The Horse Breeder. 27 3-4 and Hazel, 2.28 1-4
The rails toppled over Redoubt anil Red Rover, • I1
Mermaid was credited with a record of
The dam of Maud Banks should not
The lane stopped Lycurgus and Leicestershire
WANTED.
Witch.
| 2.29 1-2 last year. It is possible buth ard- go in our list as she was not Maine bred,
A position, by a competent trainer of
She passed like an arrow Kildare and Cock Spar-- ly probable there are two Mermaids each and there may be others which have got
)'from daughters of Gideon. We looked by us as did this one and the dam of ten years experience in colt handling.
And Mantrap and Mermaid refused the stone
Address Turf, Farm and Home,
. for the breeding of Von Moltke in the Fred Wilkes. There are others of which
And Giles’on The Grayling came down at the
Auburn, Me.
list of sires to ascertain it he was credi- we are not sure and others have not yet
AndY was’left sailing in front of them all.
|
' ted with reduced records of get but been learned. We hope to publish a full
I took them a burster, nor ceased her nursed her found nothing. The Breeder credits
AGENTS WANTED
list later. .
r Until the Black Bullfinch led into the plough,
And through the strong bramble we bored with1 Mermaid with a record of 2 26 1-2.
We
want
an
agent in every town to look
a scramble,
...
I
The mare Lady by Gen. Knox goes in
Mv can was knocked off by the hazel treei1
after
the
interests
of fhe Turf, Farm &
bough.
the brood mare list this season as being
the
dam
of
Van
Ilelmont,
2.19
1-2
by
liar'
H
ome
.
We
will
pay
a good com mision to
Where furrows looked lighter I drew’ the rein
I •the right parties and no others. Address
He/darkchest all dappled with flakes of white‘ binger, Theressa, 2.25 3-1 by Nelson, and ( Children Cry for
foam,
,
. , the bay gelding Junior, by Constellation, >
the Turf, Farm, and Home,
Her flank smud-bespattered, a weak rail she
and from her has paced to record of
shattered,
,
. _
Auburn, Maine*
We landed on turf with our heads turned from
Pitcher
’
s
Castoria.
2.27 1-2.
home.
She rose when I hit her, I saw the stream glitter;
A wide scarlet nostril flashed close to my
knee;
Between sky and water The Clown came and
caught her,
The space that he cleared was a caution to see.

J

perceptibly dishing, the muzzle elegant
shoulders, neck and depth of body! A pc
head fine and sensible, a neck clean, long, ly formed and delicate, and the eyes, full
and brown, gave out a kindly light and
with plenty of power and abundance of an
intelligent expression that was simply
grace and curved in symmetrical 1 muty, in
The Physical and Mental Characteristics of
fascinating. The whole forehead was
A short back: deep, muscle-flanked fa;
Mighty Trotting Progenitors.
good, the shoulder splendidly laid and
shoulders; strong, splendid body: mus- go
the barrel unexceptionable, the
cular thighs and compact legs. A white muscled,
m
Concerning the public performances of
back and coupling excellent, and the
hind coronet set off the solid bay, clear ba
o ir great horses, and what they and
little less than perfection. From
and distinct, and the whole was the pic- quarters
qu
their descendants have achieved on the
the withers to the “croup” the outline
ture of a horse which one has only .to th
tracks aud in the stud, information, in
w as all of gentle sweep and curve—the
see once to forever remember.
w:
these days of abundant and widely-read
“He was a very impressive horse,” re- “1line of beauty” that nearly all [his pro
turf literature, is extensive and, in the
geny have. The quarters in their full
marked his owner again, “and attracted go
case of thousands of breeders and stu
ness of muscle and clean suggestion of
attention wherever he went, people stop- ne
dents, quite thorough ; but of the closer
power recalled those of Hambletonian,
ping their work to look at him as he was pc
individual mental and physical attributes
driven by: he carried himself so well.” as they have been always described and
of our greatest sires but little is general
_ “Was he very active? ’ was asked.
I pc
portrayed; but with a higher finish, a
ly known. With the lapse of every
greater tinge of quality. The arms and
“He was the greatest breeder I ever gr
‘•swiftly-passing year” the appreciation
gaskins were stout, with muscle laid on
knew and the most active horse I ever ga
on the part of breeders of knowing thor
saw. He served a mare three days be- m
muscle and smoothly lined; the legs were
oughly the characteristics of the sources
fore bis death, when twenty-eight years na
naturally good, the hocks being especial
of the blood they use is increasing, and
old and was as active as a colt. We used ly excellent, the cannons clean, the pas
hence the interest that will undoubtedly
to have a window in his stall about ten te:
terns of nice length and angle, and the
attach to the ‘’personal memoirs” of great
feet from the ground, for ventilation. fe<
feet first-class. In his age, as any faith
dead heads of families that are printed
Well, I believe Wilkes used to spend half fu
ful picture of him will show, he had
below.
his time on his bind legs looking out of “ggone over” slightly on the knees, but
It was the purpose and endeavor of
that window. Nothing pleased him half th
that is no reflection on a horse that had
the Review to secure these sketches from
as much and his head lookingout of that, been
be trained enough to show’ a 2.20 gait,
men who were closely associated and in
window was one of the familiar sights at an
and upon whom the years had decended
timate with the horses, but in some in
the barn. IIo was as active as a cat. ’.
wi
with not the lighest hand. Electioneer
stances we found it necessary to have the
“Mr. Simmons, I can see a great many wi
was individually, in brief, a good, stout
information elicited from4 the gentlemen
of the Wilkes’ are inclined to pace. Can lie
horse, built admirably and strongly at
GEOBOE WILKES
in the form, of interviews. These inter
all points, combining great power of
ncter ^OU ^irow an^
on
fact?”
all
“The physical and mental character
views have been written conscientiously
d his
“Well, 1 should say I could,” he re- sti
structure with elegant proportion, and a
and carefully, and the information may istics of George Wilkes”? queried his marked with a smile. “Why, Geo. Wilkes ce
certain finish and impressiveness that
imons,
,
.
be accepted as quite as reli able as though well-known owner, Mr. W. L. Simmons, himself could pace as fast as any horse . ga
gave him magnificence of-presence. His
to
a
R
eview’ reporter who had ap
those days. Mr. Theron E. Felter, | gait
ga was splendid, with free, abundant,
each was formally signed, as are the ar
proached him with that question. “Why,
ticles by Mr. Corning and Mr. Gavin.
.
. 1who bad charge of him, used
to offer to fri
frictionless and direct line action.
hat is
, .
’ , ,,
The historical value of the matter be as to his physical characteristics, that
.. pace him against any body s horse for
Electioneer was, as noted above, a

low written is of no slight consideration. very easily answered, but mental quali
often (h’hiks or a twenty-dollar bill or anything he
horse of unusual intelligence and a kind
ties
are
another
thing,
and
I
have
often
It is unfortunately true that the most of
ch of e^se* But understand, Wilkes was not a ly disposition. He secured to like hu
horse history is compiled by men whose thought that 4few horses had much , of, double-gaited horse: whether pacing or m
man
company, and courted the admira
r
erliad
.
that
to
speak
of.
But
if
a
horse
ever
had
knowledge of the animals of whom they
e was trotting, his gait was pure, and lie could tu
tion
that
caresses indicated. If he had
write is mostly “book knowledge” and a strong individuality that horserst was
it d° one with about the ease and as fast as an
any vices, any faults of temper, ’ close
George
Wilkes.
In
fact
I
was
first
at-1
wholly confined to that which is of public
, , he could do the other. Nor would he da
observation failed to discover them.
which
,
,
.
_
. daily
T
record. The owners and keepers that traded to him by these qualities, ith
the l)ace excePt when lie was shook up and But
Bi he was in no wise sluggish. On the
he
showed
in
his
races,
together
with
the
really know, from close association and
made to do it, but he could fly at it. It co
contrary, he had ample spirit and nerve.
ictness
7
v
continuous observation, the individual substance, finish, gameness, compactness
, , was a standing thing with Felter to offer In
In the months when the writer saw him
and muscular development wh ich marked
narked
,
.
J
characteristics of great horses can rarely
f
to pace him down the road and beat any an
and was with him often and every day,
1
the perfect horse—as perfect as 1L over
ever
be persuaded to contribute this valuable
, horse and trot him back and do the same, lit
he was in his twenty-first year and rheu
saw.
I
do
not
think
I
could
have
m
made
title
knowledge to the literature of the subject,
Oh. yes, I know they say he gotjiis pac- matism
m
had already taken hold upon him.
any improvement on him.
though a public-spirited devotion to the
ing tendency from his Ilenry Clay dam. Bi
But when he came out for his daily ex
“I bought Wilkes,” continued the vet- [
cause would, one would think, make it a
. , I but that is all knocked in the head. I er
eran horseman after a few minutes
Linutes
• ................
,
,
x ercise upon the track, in harness, he wal
pleasure so to do.
ar
old I (l°n t ”e^ieve they i<now anything about always
al
playful as a colt, and would con
thought,
“
when
he
was
a
three-year-old,
Much of historical value, and much
"
’ liis dam. That side of his breeding, I tii
tinually
try to prance and cavort, so
, „ri„
.
.
twen ................
that is new’ to the great majority of read and he died my property at the age ofrtwenill d°n t believe a word of.
“They simply st
strong was the spirit even when the flesh
ty
eight years. Some called him a sm
small
ers, wi I be found in the Review’s delied about it,” said young Mr. Simmons Wi
was daily weakening. That same ascen
I horse—he was only fifteen hands high—
scripti.sketches following:
n
to the reporter later, in speaking of the da
dancy of the mental and nervous organi
; but he more than made up for any
deInform saine 8U^Ject’ “lIe lia(l no Clay cliarac- za
zation over the physical, I have seen in
I: YSI) YK S IIA MB LETONI AN.
I flciency in that by a substance and form
What tei’is^ics’
same man that gave one in
like degree in but one other horse, and
Hambletonian was foaled May 5, 1849. I have never seen equaled.” “‘What
(’ood- Pedigree, later gave another and now the th
that was Harold, who would try to plunge
He was a dark mahogany bay, with both about his temper?” was asked. “Good;
. ’ whole thing is in doubt, so far as that all
and
prance when he fairly staggered in
liar in
°
1
hind pasterns white and a few white hairs and at the same time a little peculiar
, ,.
side is concerned. Yes, Geo. Wilkes was tr
’
trying
to keep erect a frame shrunken
in his forehead. He was about 15 1-2 |i that he had very strong likes and1 dis,
„
’ .
a horse of very commanding presence, w
; the emaciation of old age. Then
with
itrang-
. ,
hands high and quite a little higher at ’1 likes. For instance, he detested a strang
. strong individuality’, a world ot sense, w
. no respect in which Electioneer was
was
the rump than at the withers. He was er. man, horse or dog, and often did not
lioiv
’
h
’
»
ame
’
(
l
ul(
-k
resent
ill-treatment,
nernc
not
great, and to know him well was to
not what might be termed a large horse, 1! take kindly to, strange mares. Though !
m Tie j VOUfdy a(dive> unsociable to strangers, re
render allegiance to an equine king.
but he appeared a good deal larger than 1 perfectly kind and at home to whom he 1
c . . . nimble as a eat, and he had one of the
E. E M
,
he actually was, so well was he propor 1 knew, he would run a stranger out of his '
, , finest and most impressive eyes 1 ever
(Continued next week.)
n
1
w ould ,
tioned. He had the best set of legs and stall in short order. None of them would
oticed saw*
sh01’t “e was 110 common-place
feet I ever saw on a horse, with not a ’ he ever let come near him. He noticed
, x looking horse. That picture is the best
Nervous Ilyapepgla.
lied to
®
1
coarse hair, puff or blemish on them strangers very quickly and seemed
extant.’
from his body to his hoofs. He had a look on them as his natural enmeELECTION EEK.
level
good-sixed head, but well cut out and mies. Still I never saw a more level
Senator James F. Pierce of New York
im, as
Electioneer was a very dark bay or W]
wonderfully intelligent looking, He had headed horse—nothing rattled him,
writes :
the largest and most prominent eye I ever i we say now', in a race or when he3 was brown horse, bred by Charles Backman,
“For the past two years I have suffer
Lividu- Stony Ford, N. Y.; foaled May 2,1868; C(
saw in a horse’s head. His neck might called on. He just had a strong individu
ed] very much from an aggravated form
be termed of moderate length, but I have ality, that’s all; just like some men1 you taken to Palo Alto Farm, Menlo Park, ()
ofj nervous dyspepsia.
I have resorted
ig will
w ill Cal., Dec. 24, 1876, and died there Dec. tto) various remedial agents, deriving but
never seen a horse that was as well cut see. For instance, he had a strong
around the glands or throat latch. He and would fight back if you fought him. 3, 1890. Electioneer was sired by Ham- little benefit.
A few months since a
ied he bletonian, dam the famous Green Moun- friend of mind suggested the trial of
had excellent shoulders and back, a If he was in a race and was whipped
re he tain Maid by Harry Clay, and he has Allcock’s Porous Plasters. Follow
powerful loin with massive quarters and did not like it and the chances were
n the suggestion, I have been using the
stifles powerfully muscled. His hocks would stop and fight back. He3 was fairly earned the title of “the greatest |ing
sire of trotters.”
sa
and cannon bones I have never seen game to the core.
same with the happiest effects. To those
Electioneer stood just 15.2 at the similarly afflicted let me suggest the
“Now as to his looks,” said Mr. SimSim
equaled, and his arms were strongly mus
>n the shoulder and an inch higher at the quar- in
.
cled. I imagine I can see Mr. Rysdvk mons, “I think that oil painting on
manner
of their use.
I place one over
•him I ter. That conformation lie transmitted m
speeding him now to his skeleton wagon. wall there is the best likeness of •him
my, stomach, one over the hepatic region,
pony frequently, its most exaggerated repro- an
The bursts of speed I have seen him show ever saw. There was nothing of theepony
and one on my back.
The effect is ex
tire by duction being in Sunol. My ideal would cellent.
C(?
on the Chester roads I never saw equaled in him,”—and a glance at the picture
From the day I commenced
mons’ be a horse of greater range than Elec- their use have been slowly but surely im
by any horse in those days. He had such the reporter confirmed Mr. Simmons
metri- tioneer,but his form was extraordinarily proving,
^)r
positive action and had such a smooth statement. Before us was a symmetri
and am quite confident that by
way of going that I am certain if he had cal, graceful bay, with the head, neck good, he being a compact, substantial, c0
continuing I shall again be restored to
cided- well proportioned horse of much finish m
, accustomed health.”
been properly trained he would have made and legs of a thorough-bred, but decided
my
led by and symmetry. He had a head of fair
a mark that it w ould take an extremely ly more muscle than could be claimed
fast one to wipe out, as there never was the average runner. Having often heard size but cut in extremely beautiful lines
com —a head that was in itself a model of ina horse with greater nerve power or one that George Wilkes was a round,, com’Children Cry for
that would go with greater determina pactly built, pony-shaped horse, we3 were tellige.nce, clean, blood-like and handin
the
some.
The
forehead
was
broad
and
astonished
at
the
grace
and
beauty
tion. Hambletonian, as a sire of trotters,
slop brainy, the expanse between the eyes
in my opinion, was never equaled. clear cut picture before us. A littlee slopPitcher’s Castoria.
There were hundreds of the best bred ing in the rump, it is trne, but what wide and full, the lower face almost im-

GREAT DEAD SIRES.

es put
and greatest of his colts and fillies
umber
in the stud undeveloped, and a number
d they
of them never had harness on. Had
they
inities
been trained and given the opportunities
lodern
that youngsters are getting these modern
times, he would have more in thee list
list
than Electioneer, Geo. Wilkes orr any
any
d the
horse that ever lived. Where did
the
trans-
above named horses get their great trans
ly was
mitting qualities from? It certainly
from no other source than from thee great
untain
old Hero of Chester. Green Mountain
>ut of
Maid’s half sister, Glennella, out
of
ir, one
Shanghai Mary, by Woodward’s Star,
s, proof Seely s American Star’s best sons,
pro
duced several foals from several1 good
rotter.
horses and failed to bring a trotter.
iduced
Clara, the dam of Dictator, produced
three foals from Volunteer—one off them
several
a stallion that was in the stud for several
d Ab,
years and never got a trotter. Old
Ab,
the dam of Goldsmith Maid,, propro
duced several foals from other horses
pt by
and she produced no speed except
,cts, in
Hambletonian sires. The above facts,
onian,
my opinion, are proof that Hambletonian,
•eatest
all things considered, was the greatest
w,’tlie
speed producer the world ever knew,
the
credit for which belongs largely to his
dam. the great old Charles Kent mare,
mare.
yin.
Joseph Gavin

H. H. CHOATE. D. V. S„
VETJEJRLJUA illAN 9
(Graduate of the American Veterinary Collogs
University of the state of New York.)

TREATS ALL DOHJISTICATED ANIMALS.
Castration ol Rtdgling 'and Ruptured
Stallions a Specialty.

66 PARK STREET, LEWISTONTelephone 147-2.

SLEIGHS !

SLEIGHS !

SLEIGHS !

A Carload just in. For variety, style and workmanship they lead. Prices to suit the times
Please eall and examine.

C. T NEVENS.
COR. PLEASANT AND TURNER STS., AUBURN, ME.

A SON OF ONWARD, 1411.
Claynos, 4382, dark bay, small star, bred by A. J. Alexander, Spring Station Ky- in 1885, weighs
1150, stands 16 hands, sound, scylish, gentle, speedy and as game as any horse.
.
Sire. Onward 2.25 1-4, son of Geo. Wilkes 2.22 and old Dolly (one of the VERY GREATEST of
speed, producing dams dam of Director 2.17 (sire of Direct 2.05 1-2, Directum 2.05 1-4) Thorndale
2.22 1-4 (sire of Edwin Thorne 2.16 1-4), Onward 2.25 1-4 (sire of Rose Leyburn 2.15 1-4 and 82 others :)
Czarina2.21 John F. Payne 2.45 1-2 at 3 ys.Jsire of Don Payne 2.18.) Winona (dam of Iretendcr, sire
Of 13 in the list) McCa (dam of Ma villa 2.27 1-4).
, tT .
__ .
Onward at 18 vs. of age surpasses any stallion living or dead as a source of speed. He has 83 in
the list, one of them with a 2y old record of 2.20 1-4. Onward has 120 grand children in the list.
More than 35 of his sons are sires, and their produce is even faster than that of Onward himselt, ^lst Dam ot Claynos is Englewood, full sister of Wedgewood 2.19 (sire of 20 in the list) by Bel
mont, sire of 45 in the list).
.
2nd dam Woodbine, ilam of Wedgewoo l 2.19, sire of 20 in 2.39; Woodford Mambrino 2.21 1-2,
sire of 15 in 2.30: Monaco, sire of 10 in 2.30; Weisbaden, sire of 2 in 2.30; Silence, dam of 2 in 2.30..
3rd Dam Singleton mare.
,
The breeding of Claynos ranks him as one of the very best bred stallions in Me. His oldest
colts are but 2ys old and are as line in every respect as any in New England. Wherever shown they
have been prize winners. Two have been broken and driven some this season and could either of
them show quarters in 45 sec. They are uniformly large, solid colors and beautifully gaited.
Clayno9 Stands at Fast Corinth, Penobscott Co., Me.
j/erms $25. to insure.

CREAMERY AND DAIRY, . . .
WATERLOO, IO VA,
Is the paper for the Creamery, Dairy and
Cheese Factory. It is the bands miest publi
cation of its ci is-.
Excellent advertising
medium.
M omhly ; $].('<■’ 1 er j ear.
for free sample copy.
I

WANTED.
Canvasser; salary and expenses; steady work;
in doors,or outside; whole or part time. BROWN
BROS. CO., Nurserymen, Rochester, N. Y.
Dec 1 3m

A SON OF NELSON 2.09. GEORGE H. BAILEY

Glonoin, dark bay, small star, black points, 15-3 hand high, weighs 1050, clear and blood like as a
•hrouglibred, splendidly gaited, fast and a Typical Nelson.
1st Dam, Trinket B. (by Blenn Morrill son of Winlitrop Morrill,) a very fast, and one of the
flnest of road mares.
............
2nd Dam, Jennie Horn, by Messenger Hunter son of English Hunter.
3rd Dam Lady Horn out of a daughter of Bush Messenger.
Terms $15. to warrant.

ADDRESS J- B- COCHRANE. EAST CORINTH. ME.
ORJJ. D. COCHRANE, SACO ME.T

D V. S.
State Veterinary.
All diseases of domestic animals skillfuly at
tended to. Castrations successfully performed
and specialattention^given to Horses Teeth.

Post Office Address.
MORRILLS CORNOR DEERING MAINE
............................................................i

FOR SALE.
A GOOD ENGINE AND BOILER.
A 5 horse power upright boiler, steel
Engine stands on side base or door,
cylinder. Is in good repair and will do
business.
Can be bought cheap if called for at
save moving.

tubular,
upright
lots of

:::: "FOR

SALE I.:::..:*:

--------------- THE ENTIRE---------------

once to

COLLECTION. OF TROTTING STOCK
Enquire
-------- THE PROPERTY OF--------TURF, FARM and HOME,

Auburn, .

Maine.

Hid Cell Fann. Auburn. He,
CONSISTING OF

BROOD MARES [OF BREEDING ANb
QUALITY.
Youngters bv such Sires as RockefeHe
Messenger Wilkes, 2.23, Warwmen, Bay
Wilkes, 2.15, rtir Nutwood, krewUnp 2.
Stamboel, 2,07[, etc.
Write for Particulars and Catalogues to

F. H. BRIGGS, AUBURN. MAINE.

tn valuable Presents to be Civen Away in Return for

SPEAR HEAD TAGS.
1, i 66 STEM WINDING ELGIN GOLD WATCHES.......................................534,650 00
5,775 FINE imported french opera glasses, morocco body,

’

BLACK ENAMEL TRIMMINGS, GUARANTEED ACHROMATIC... 28,875 00

23.1 00 IMPORTED GERMAN BUCKHORN HANDLE, FOUR BLADED

’

'

POCKET KNIVES.................................................. ................................ 23,100 00

. 5.500 ROLLED GOLD WATCH CHARM ROTARY TELESCOPE TOOTH

’

PICKS........................................................................................................ 57,750 00

1 1 5,500 LARGE PICTURES (14x28 inches) IN ELEVEN COLORS, for framing,

no advertising on them............................................................... .......• 28,875 00

261,030

»

Prizes,

amounting to.................................................. $173,250 oo

The above articles will be distributed, by counties, among parties who chew SPEAR
2IEAD Plug Tobacco, and return to us the TIN TAGS taken therefrom.
u
We will distribute 226 of these prizes in this county as follows:
To THE PARTY sending us the greatest number of SPEAR HEAD
TAGS from this county We will give.............................................1 GOLD WATCH.
To the FIVE PARTIES sending us the next greatest number of
___ ____ .
SPEAR HEAD TAGS, we will give to each, 1 OPERA GLASS....5 OPERA GLASSES.
To the TWENTY PARTIES sending us the next greatest number
of SPEAR HEAD TAGS, we will give to each 1 POCKE"___
KNIFE........................... ............................................................... 20 POCKET KNIVES.
To the ONE HUNDRED PARTIES sending us the next greatest
number of SPEAR HEAD TAGS, we will give to each 1
ROLLED GOLD WATCH CHARM TOOTH PICK........................ 100 TOOTH ..TCKS.
To the ONE HUNDRED PARTIES sending us the next greatest
number of SPEAR HEAD TAGS, we will give to each 1
LARGE PICTURE IN ELEVEN COLORS.............................................100 PICTURES.
Total Number of Prizes for Ibis County, 226.

CAUTION.—No Tags will be received before January 1st, 1894, nor after February 1st,
¥$4. Each package containing tags must be marked plainly with Name of Sender, Town,
Bounty. State, and Number of Tags in each package. All charges on packages must be
prepaid.
READ.—SPEAR HEAD possesses more qualities of intrinsic value than any other
plug tobacco produced. It is the sweetest, the toughest, the richest. SPEAR HEAD is
absolutely, positively and distinctively different in flavor from any other plug tobacco.
A trial will convince the most skeptical of thia fuCu. xo is the largest seller or any similar
shape and style on earth, which proves that it has caught the popular taste and pleases the
people. Try it, and participate in the contest for prizes. See that a TIN TAG is on every
10 cent piece of SPEAR HEAP you buy. Send in the tags, no matter how small the
auantity.
Very sincerely,
H
THE P. J. SORG COMPANY, Middletown, Ohio.
A list of the people obtaining these prizes in this county will bo published in this
paper immediately after February 1st, 1894.
DON'T SEND /NY TAGS r'GPE JANUARY L '.894

